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Chronic inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) affect bone metabolism and are frequently associated with decreased bone mineral density (BMD) and increased risk of fractures. Experimental models of IBD and as well as data from pediatric and adult IBD patients do not provide a uniform answer whether the changes in bone metabolism leading to decreased mineral density are the result of decreased bone formation, increased bone desorption, or both. New studies continue to unravel a complex network of interactions leading to the inflammation-associated loss of BMD, and may help direct treatment of IBD toward more bone-sparing strategies. Nutritional interventions (dietary calcium and vitamin D supplementation) are of limited efficacy in IBD patients. Therefore, appreciating the extent of the problem and understanding the pathophysiology of osteopenia and osteoporosis in Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis are critical for the correct choice of available treatments or the development of new targeted therapies.

INTRODUCTION

Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD), which include Crohn’s Disease (CD) and Ulcerative Colitis (UC) affect more than 1.5 million people in the United States. A major extraintestinal manifestation of IBD relates to osteopenia and osteoporosis, which occur in 22-77% and 17-41% respectively, resulting in higher risk for bone fractures. Vertebral fractures are seen in 22% of adults with IBD. In children, the risk of fracture is twofold with each standard deviation (SD; Z-score unit) of decrease in areal bone mineral density (BMD). Pediatric onset IBD is expected to decrease peak bone accrual and accelerated bone loss into later adulthood, while adult onset IBD may similarly accelerate progressive loss of BMD, especially in women. Therefore, it is important to manage patient’s long term risks for poor bone health, abnormal bone development, osteoporosis and, ultimately, greater risk for fractures which may have a significant impact on mortality later in life. This may require a concerted and coordinated effort on the part of the patient’s primary care physician, gastroenterologist, and endocrinologist. This multidisciplinary care is of particular importance since the mechanisms for bone loss in IBD are multifactorial and include many factors exemplified in Table 1.
We have previously reviewed the current concepts explaining the effects of inflammation, inflammatory mediators and their signaling effectors on calcium and phosphate homeostasis, osteoblast and osteoclast function, and the potential limitations of vitamin D use as an immunomodulator and anabolic hormone in IBD. In this article, we will provide a brief summary of these aspects, and focus on more clinically relevant approaches to managing metabolic bone disease in IBD.

Physiology of Bone Formation and Remodeling
Bone has multiple functions. It provides support for the body, protects underlying soft tissues, allows movement through muscle, tendon, and ligament attachment, it is a site for hematopoiesis and blood cell storage, works as an endocrine and immune organ, and stores calcium and phosphorus, the two most abundant minerals in the body. Bone is a dynamic structure in a continuous state of bone formation and remodeling. Ninety percent of adult bone mass is gained during the first two decades of life. Almost 10 percent of total bone content is replaced every year.

Osteoblasts and osteoclasts are the major players of bone formation and remodeling. Osteoblasts are derived from mesenchymal stem cells which secrete bone matrix proteins and promote mineralization with deposition of calcium and phosphate in type 1 collagen. The proliferation and differentiation of osteoblasts depends on RunX2 (runt-related transcription factor) and osterix. Osteoblasts express RANKL (receptor activator of nuclear factor -kappa B ligand). Binding of RANKL to RANK, its receptor on osteoclasts, is inhibited by its decoy receptor osteoprotegrin (OPG) (Fig. 1). Osteoclasts are involved in bone resorption which takes three weeks, whereas the repair phase takes about three months. Therefore, coupling and synchronization of osteoblast and osteoclast activities are of paramount importance in preventing bone loss.

RANKL is also secreted by stromal cells and activated T cells. The balance between RANKL and OPG, controlled by many factors including 1,25(OH)2 vitamin D3 and inflammatory mediators, determines the net outcome of bone formation or resorption (Fig. 1).

Clinically utilized markers for bone formation include bone alkaline phosphatase (b-ALP), osteocalcin (OC), and procollagen type 1 amino-terminal propeptide (P1NP). Bone resorption makers include collagen cross-links (urinary pyridinoline and deoxypyridinoline), and serum or urinary cross-link-containing peptide fragments (NTx - N-telopeptide of collagen type I; SCTx C-terminal telopeptide). Other markers of bone turnover, such as serum tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) 5b, serum cathepsin K, leptin, adiponectin, RANK, RANKL, and OPG may eventually be used as markers of bone metabolism, albeit with limited specificity. A number of factors determine

Table 1. Risk Factors for Bone Loss in Inflammatory Bowel Disease

- Malnutrition
- Malabsorption of vitamin D, calcium, and vitamin K
- Low body mass index (BMI)
- Low bone mineral intensity peak in IBD patients with pediatric onset
- Chronic inflammatory state
- Type of IBD (CD vs. UC; small intestinal involvement)
- Increasing age
- Female gender
- Immobilization
- Chronic use of corticosteroids
- Previous fragility fracture
- Hypogonadism
- Smoking
- Family history of osteoporosis

We have previously reviewed the current concepts explaining the effects of inflammation, inflammatory mediators and their signaling effectors on calcium and phosphate homeostasis, osteoblast and osteoclast function, and the potential limitations of vitamin D use as an immunomodulator and anabolic hormone in IBD.1 In this article, we will provide a brief summary of these aspects, and focus on more clinically relevant approaches to managing metabolic bone disease in IBD.
reliability of bone turnover marker assays, including diurnal and day-to-day variability, food consumption, sample handling, patient age and puberty/menopause status. These have been well reviewed by Singer and Eyre.²

Pathophysiology of Bone Disease in IBD Patients

The pathogenesis of osteopenia and osteoporosis is multifactorial and can be divided into three major categories. First, inflammation associated cytokine release resulting in disruption of bone formation and remodeling. Second, inflammation induced decreased intake of nutrients, malabsorption, and loss of nutrients essential for bone formation via the gastrointestinal tract and renal tubules. Third, iatrogenic effect induced by glucocorticoids used on a continuous basis. The interrelationship of some of these events is shown in Figure 2. The role of the RANK-RANKL-OPG axis in osteoporosis has been studied and reviewed extensively [e.g.³] and will not be reviewed here. Since the supply of calcium and phosphate are essential for building bone matrix comprised primarily of hydroxyapatite (Ca₁₀(PO₄)₆(OH)₂), we will focus on the role of inflammation in mineral homeostasis and bone metabolism, as pertinent to IBD.

The Role of PHEX During Inflammation

Our laboratory has been involved in the study of PHEX, which is mutated in the X-linked hypophosphatemic Vitamin D resistant rickets. PHEX encodes a neutral zinc endopeptidase expressed primarily on osteoblasts and osteocytes. PHEX regulates phosphate homeostasis, and is critical for intrinsic mineralizing activity of osteoblasts. PHEX is downregulated by TNFα in the course of experimental colitis at the transcriptional level.⁴ Anti-TNFα antibodies restore PHEX expression. Further work from our laboratory has shown that in osteoblasts, TNFα induces poly(ADP-Ribose) polymerase 1 (PARP-1)-dependent post-translational modification (poly-ADP-rybosylation) of the p65(RelA) subunit of NF-κB which then acts as a transcriptional repressor of PHEX gene.⁵ Interestingly, in animal studies, NF-κB inhibition resulted in increased bone formation and BMD. Since PARP-1 deficiency or inhibition is also protective in experimental colitis, it is conceivable that inhibition of this enzyme may become an attractive strategy for the treatment of inflammation and bone loss in IBD.

The Role of Klotho During Inflammation

Klotho encodes an anti-inflammatory protein with multiple functions including regulation of vitamin D and phosphate metabolism. Indeed, serendipitously obtained Klotho hypomorphic mice exhibited symptoms typical of human aging, short life span, infertility, arteriosclerosis, skin atrophy, severe osteoporosis, and emphysema. Klotho encodes 130-kDA single pass transmembrane protein with beta-glucuronidase activity (continued on page 21)
and it’s primarily expressed in epithelial cells of renal distal tubules, choroidal plexus and parathyroid glands. We have demonstrated transcriptional downregulation of renal Klotho expression by TNFα and INFγ in multiple models of IBD (TNBS colitis, SPF-associated germ free IL-10−/− mice, and T cell transfer colitis).6

**Intestinal And Renal Calcium Transport**

Calcium absorption in the gastrointestinal tract occurs mainly in the duodenum and proximal jejunum. It is estimated that under conditions of limited dietary intake and low luminal Ca2+ concentrations, active transport mediated by TRPV6 accounts for approximately 80% of the total calcium absorption. However at a high Ca2+ supply (>50mM), the contribution of the active transport diminishes to below 10%. Both renal TRPV5 and intestine-predominant TRPV6 channels are regulated at the transcriptional level via 1,25(OH)2D3, parathyroid hormone, and estrogens. The importance of these two channels has been verified in knockout mice, following the entry of Ca2+ into the cells, it is shuttled via calbindins D9K or D28K, as well as via an alternative vesicular transport. Ca2+ transport at the basolateral membrane occurs via sodium-calcium exchanger, NCX1, and via a calcium extrusion pump PMCA1b.

Although not systematically studied, it is conceivable that in IBD patients, malnutrition and dairy avoidance increases the contribution of active Ca2+ transport, therefore alterations of both intestinal and renal Ca2+ (re)absorption is likely to contribute to negative Ca2+balance and ultimately to BMD loss. Indeed, in mouse model of Crohn’s-like ileitis (TNFα-overexpressing TNFΔARE mice), both duodenal and renal Ca2+ absorptive epithelia showed significant downregulation of TRPV6, calbindin D9K, PMCA1b, as well as calbindin D28K and NCX1, respectively.7 Klotho, through its enzymatic activity, also participates in stabilization of a key renal Ca2+ channel TRPV5 (transient receptor potential vanilloid 5) at the apical membrane in the epithelium of the renal distal convoluted tubules, thus facilitating active Ca2+ reabsorption. In the used experimental IBD models, decreased Klotho expression is accompanied by increased fractional urinary Ca2+ excretion and dramatic decrease of TRPV5 protein expression (Kiela and Ghishan, unpublished observations).

**Intestinal and Renal Phosphate Absorption**

Hypophosphatemia is the hallmark of rickets. Although phosphate is a widely abundant dietary constituent, the homeostatic Pi regulation largely depends on the intestinal type llb Na+/Pi co-transporter (SLC34a2) and renal type Ila and Iic Na+/Pi co-transporter (SLC34a1 and SLC34a3, respectively) in renal tubules. In animal model of colitis as well as in vitro, TNFα downregulates phosphate transport and SLC34a2 expression via a transcriptional mechanism. FGF23, a phosphaturic hormone, is upregulated in IBD8 and in animal models of colitis (Kiela and Ghishan; unpublished data). 1,25(OH)2D3 also increased in a subset of IBD patients8,9 dramatically increases FGF23 levels. Therefore, although there are no studies investigating phosphate (re)absorption in IBD patients, it appears that vitamin D3 and FGF23 may play a major role in phosphate homeostasis during inflammation.

**Methods for Assessing Bone Health and Special Considerations for Pediatric IBD Patients**

Dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) is the most widely used method for diagnosing osteoporosis in adults. DXA is not a true volumetric measurement of bone density, but rather a 2D representation of a three-dimensional structure which provides an estimate of the amount of bone mineral density and bone area. Bone mineral density is then calculated as the bone mineral content BMC / bone area (G/cm2) and often referred to as an areal BMD (aBMD). The advantages of DXA are its wide availability, short scan times, and relatively low radiation exposure. Measurements of aBMD are influenced by bone size, with larger bones having inflated aBMD measurements. This observation has relevance to measurements of bone mineral density in pediatric patients because of the differences in bone size at different ages. The bone mineral density results are often presented as T and Z scores. The world health organization criteria for diagnosis of osteoporosis in adults are based on aBMD, T scores defined as the standard deviation score of the observed aBMD compared to that of a normal young adult. A T score of less than -1 SD indicates osteopenia, and a T score of -2.5 SD indicates osteoporosis. In pediatric patients, rather than a T score, Z score is calculated and defined as the SD score based on gender specific norms. This is definitely a more appropriate method for comparison of aBMD in pediatric patients. The
Metabolic Bone Disease in IBD

Figure 2. Factors and mechanisms associated with bone mass loss and increased risk of fractures in patients with inflammatory bowel diseases. IBD, inflammatory bowel disease (adapted from Ghishan and Kiela, Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 300:G191-G201, 2011)

The major limitations of DXA are its dependence on areal rather than volumetric bone density which clearly results in underestimation of bone density in shorter individuals, such as pediatric patients with stunted growth. Moreover, DXA does not differentiate between cortical and trabecular bone. Furthermore, there is no evidence that aBMD is predictive of future fracture risks. Because DXA provides little data on measures of bone geometry and trabecular microarchitecture of the bone, other methods have been proposed. Those include a peripheral quantitative computed tomography (pQCT) which assesses bone in three dimensions and allows for separation of cortical and trabecular bone. Therefore, pQCT allows the determination of bone size, geometry, and quality of bone. However, pQCT also has some problems in regards to its use in pediatrics due to insufficiency of reference data included in the software, which would take into account children representative of the population, with adequate representation of age, and gender. Furthermore, the standardization of scan acquisition and analysis including a consensus where to mark the end of bone in children with large growth plates could be a problem. Furthermore, CT scans require radiation. Another method is using quantitative ultrasound (QUS) which assesses bone by measuring the speed of sound of an ultrasound wave along the bone. The advantages of QUS are no radiation exposure, and that it has been shown to be comparable to DXA in adults in identifying multiple fractures. It is clear that it has an appeal to Pediatric patients due to the lack of radiation exposure, low cost, and portability. While this test is still in its infancy in Pediatric patients, the likelihood of gaining a wide application is appealing.

Concerns and Alternatives to Bone Densitometry

Some studies in post-menopausal women and in general population indicate that vast majority of fractures occur in patients with T-scores >-2.5, therefore in the osteopenic rather than osteoporotic range, thus suggesting that factors other than BMD should be considered when estimating fracture risk and determining the need for regular screening and treatment. Moreover, although IBD patients are certainly at increased risk of fractures,
low BMD by itself is believed to confer only a modestly increased risk. Therefore routine screening with DEXA were not viewed as justified by guidelines issued by the British Society of Gastroenterology\textsuperscript{10} or the American Gastroenterological Association.\textsuperscript{11} Recently, based on data from population-based cohorts, and using guidelines of the National Osteoporosis Guidelines Group (NOGG), World Health Organization (WHO) developed an online tool to assess the need for DEXA screening, treatment, and lifestyle changes. The tool named FRAX (WHO Fracture Risk Assessment Tool) is available at \url{http://www.shef.ac.uk/FRAX/tool.jsp} and recent retrospective study with CD and UC patients suggests that this tool can accurately predict the risk of fractures in IBD patients without DEXA.\textsuperscript{12} This tool requires further development and validation. The accuracy of prediction may be increased by including femoral neck BMD value, while the interpretation of the prediction data or the recommendations appears limited due to inclusion of circular reference to a known T score, and needs to be verified in pediatric patients. Further development of additional criteria, particularly for pediatric IBD cases, may be required for a better tool performance.

A Clinician's Dilemma: To Screen or not to Screen

In 2003 American Gastroenterological Association released a position statement and guidelines on osteoporosis in gastrointestinal diseases.\textsuperscript{11} At that time, AGA took a stance that “osteomalacia and vitamin D deficiency are not common in IBD (including Crohn’s disease) and are unlikely to be important causes of most cases of diminished bone mineral density in IBD.” The guidelines recommended that DEXA scans should be selectively ordered in IBD patients based on a thorough risk factor assessment. This publication was later followed by a more detailed report and guidelines by the British Society of Gastroenterology.\textsuperscript{10} Although later evidence from multiple IBD populations suggested much stronger association of IBD with metabolic bone disease, risk of fractures, and 25(OH) D3 deficiency, lack of awareness, associated radiation exposure, additional cost and insurance coverage are frequently the reasons for underutilization of DEXA in IBD patient population. As an example, a recent study on the VA patient population\textsuperscript{13} found relatively low rates of DEXA use to screen for osteoporosis in patients with IBD, although the prevalence of osteoporosis in the tested IBD population was high, with over one-fourth of patients meeting WHO osteoporosis criteria. Importantly, as individual criteria, the guidelines did not identify patients with higher prevalence of osteoporosis. Also, testing for and treatment of secondary causes of low BMD were suboptimal. On the other hand, opponents of routine bone screening IBD may argue that DEXA should be used only if it guides the strategy for the treatment of the primary disease. To this end, diagnosis of osteopenia and osteoporosis in IBD patients would be a counter-indication for chronic steroid therapy.

IBD TREATMENT VS. BONE DISEASE

Glucocorticoids

Although loss of BMD in IBD has been demonstrated in steroid-naïve patients, and no significant correlation between steroid use and IBD-associated osteopenia and osteoporosis has been found, iatrogenic effects of glucocorticoids cannot be neglected. Glucocorticoids impair osteoblast function, induce osteoblast apoptosis, reduce intestinal calcium absorption, and increase renal excretion of calcium. Patients on prolonged glucocorticoids regimen are at increased risk for fracture, although studies show a decrease in fracture risk upon glucocorticoid cessation. On the other hand, we have demonstrated that glucocorticoids induce expression of \textit{Phex} gene in osteoblasts, suggesting a mechanism potentially mitigating bone loss. While prolonged use of systemically acting steroids (prednisone, prednisolone, and or methylprednisolone) is likely a contributing factor to IBD-associated bone loss, locally acting corticosteroids, such as budesonide, may represent a more bone sparing strategy.

Treatment of the Underlying Disease

Treatment of the underlying inflammation and induction of remission in Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis should be the primary goal. Immunosuppression utilizing mesalamine, immunomodulators, and biologics appear to be the most important factor in restoring bone density. The evidence from our data and others suggest that inflammatory cytokines negatively impact calcium and phosphate absorption, and downregulate genes involved in bone formation. Reversing this effect requires halting the inflammatory cascade in IBD patients.

\textit{(continued on page 25)}
Life Style Modification
All IBD patients should be advised on the importance of lifestyle changes. A balanced diet with optimal amounts of nutrients is essential. Patients with IBD should not smoke and should use alcohol with caution. Physical activity, especially regular weight-bearing exercise, is important in maintaining bone density.

Vitamin D & K, Calcium, Phosphate, and Magnesium
Classically, vitamin D3 deficiency has been described in IBD patients. Therefore, supplementation of vitamin D₃ seems an intuitive choice for patients with active disease to increase Ca²⁺ absorption, and as a potential immunomodulator. However, studies in pediatric IBD patients failed to show that supplementation with vitamin D₃ and calcium had a significant effect on bone mineral density accrual. Moreover, a significant subset of IBD patients shows elevated levels of 1,25(OH)₂D₃ likely secondary to upregulation of 1α(OH)ase, during uncontrolled inflammation. In experimental settings of established murine T-cell transfer colitis, switching from “low” (730IU/day human equivalent dose, HED) to high dietary vitamin D₃ intake (3,650IU/day HED) for only 12 days resulted in relative decrease in serum osteocalcin and OPG, and loss of trabecular bone (Kiela & Ghishan, unpublished data). Therefore, we believe that high-dose vitamin D₃ supplementation in IBD patients with active inflammation or flare-up may be detrimental to the bone. However, once the inflammatory activity is suppressed, the patient should be supplemented with Vitamin D₃ at 2,000-5,000 IU/day with measurement of 25(OH)D₃ to be maintained between 30-80 ng/ml. Calcium intake should be between 1,000-1,500 mg/day. Optimal phosphate intake in adults is approximately 700 mg/day and magnesium to 400 mg/day. Vitamin K intake of 80-100 µg/day is adequate.

Bisphosphonates
These compounds inhibit bone osteoclastic activity, and are commonly used in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis. Bisphosphonates may be used for the prevention and treatment of proven osteoporosis in IBD patients, patients with atraumatic fractures,
and patients unable to withdraw from corticosteroids after 3 months of use. Clinical evidence suggests effectiveness of bisphosphonates in patients with steroid-induced bone loss.\(^{(14,15)}\) In postmenopausal osteoporotic women with IBD, long-term treatment with risedronate was effective in increasing BMD and reducing vertebral and nonvertebral fracture risk.\(^{(16)}\) Although bisphosphonate therapy has been beneficial in general in Crohn’s disease or ulcerative colitis,\(^{(17)}\) potential complications such as osteonecrosis of the jaw and paradoxical increased risk of fractures, suggest a more careful approach. Rheumatoid arthritis has been suggested as a relevant risk factor for bisphosphonate-related osteonecrosis of the jaw. Whether with increased use of this class of drugs IBD will result is similar risk association is not known. However, until more clinical data is accumulated, use of bisphosphonates should be limited to steroid-dependent patients with proven osteoporosis and postmenopausal osteoporotic women with IBD. ■
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Muscle loss during hospitalization, especially during intensive care unit admissions, contributes to muscle weakness, functional limitations and the need for extended rehabilitation services. The elderly are particularly affected by muscle loss due to age-related sarcopenia at baseline and because they have delayed recovery due to anabolic resistance. Inadequate nutrition contributes to muscle loss during hospitalizations, but the provision of full nutrition alone is unable to completely prevent muscle loss due to illness and inactivity. Nutrition strategies and supplements offer a way to minimize muscle loss and potentially accelerate recovery from periods of catabolism and muscle loss during hospitalizations. Several amino acids or amino acid derivatives increase nitrogen retention in animal models and appear to have a favorable action on human muscle metabolism. This review will evaluate the data investigating the potential of nutraceuticals and nutrition strategies to minimize muscle loss and accelerate rehabilitation of muscle mass and strength.

Process and Significance of Muscle Loss

In the past 40 years there has been substantial progress in the ability to provide nutrition support to hospitalized patients, especially those that are critically ill. Small bore and percutaneous feeding tubes allow safe enteral nutrition (EN) in circumstances and disease states previously considered impossible or inadvisable.\(^1\)\(^2\) Patients with a dysfunctional gastrointestinal tract can receive their full nutrition needs via parenteral nutrition (PN). However, while providing adequate nutrition reduces muscle breakdown, nutrition alone cannot completely preserve lean muscle mass in hospitalized adult patients.\(^3\)\(^4\) In the early phase of critical illness, catabolism is unavoidable.\(^5\) Research has demonstrated that the negative nitrogen balance associated with the early stage of critical illness are not completely reversed even when calories and protein are provided far in excess of requirements.\(^4\) Furthermore, the lack of exercise and general immobilization that occurs in hospitalized patients results in breakdown of skeletal muscle regardless of nutrition intake.\(^5\) The loss of skeletal muscle during hospitalizations exacerbates muscle weakness, which can hamper weaning from
mechanical ventilation, delay recovery, and increase the need for and duration of rehabilitation services. A study of ARDS survivors revealed that discharge body weights were 18% less than preadmission weight, and there was a prolonged functional disability in many patients that persisted, even when pulmonary function returned to normal. Intensive Care Unit acquired weakness has been reported in 50% of patients ventilated > 1 week and was still present in 25% of ICU patients 7 days later. Elderly patients are particularly susceptible to the effects of muscle loss while hospitalized and have delayed recovery of skeletal muscle mass compared to younger patients. Typically there is a progressive loss of skeletal muscle between 20 and 80 years of age that eventually amounts to 35-40% of total muscle mass, therefore older patients enter their hospitalization with less functional reserve. The elderly are also resistant to the normal stimulating effects of dietary protein on muscle protein synthesis, which may be one of the reasons why the elderly experience delayed recovery from periods of immobilization and muscle loss. The loss of skeletal muscle mass (sarcopenia) in elderly patients contributes to disability with reduced abilities for stair climbing, rising from a chair, load carrying and even walking. Increased loss of muscle during hospitalizations further reduces leg strength and stability, and may increase the risk of falls. Nutritional strategies or supplements that minimize muscle loss during hospitalization and enhance recovery of muscle mass and strength during rehabilitation have the potential to decrease functional disability after an illness and decrease the need for, or duration of, rehabilitation services after surviving a critical illness. It is important that nutraceuticals with anabolic potential be adequately studied to understand the full effects on patient outcomes before they are routinely used in clinical practice. It is clear that some nutritional interventions that initially appeared promising had negative effects that were not apparent in animal, or small short-term studies, and are revealed only in large randomized trials. This article will examine available research of agents with the potential to accelerate recovery from episodes of skeletal muscle loss and review nutritional strategies that may help reduce loss of muscle mass during hospitalizations.

Arginine

Arginine is considered a conditionally essential amino acid because it functions as an essential amino acid under conditions of growth, pregnancy, or injury. Arginine is involved in the detoxification of ammonia through the urea cycle, the synthesis of creatine, nitric oxide, and in supraphysiologic doses increases the secretion of growth hormone, glucagon, insulin and prolactin. Supplemental arginine improves nitrogen balance and measures of T-cell immune function of hospitalized adult patients. Supplemental arginine also increased protein accumulation and collagen deposition in catheters implanted into muscle of healthy volunteers, suggesting that arginine could have a favorable influence on wound healing.

However, studies of arginine supplemented enteral feedings have also revealed increased mortality in septic patients and a study of supplemental arginine in patients with cardiovascular disease was halted due to significantly increased mortality in the arginine supplemented group. Although there is data to suggest that supplemental arginine could have potential benefits for strength, muscle, rehabilitation and wound healing, there are no randomized studies of the effect of arginine on any functional endpoints that matter such as the need for rehabilitation after hospitalization, time for recovery, or actual healing of wounds. Considering that randomized studies have demonstrated unexpected negative effects of supplemental arginine in some circumstances, arginine supplementation appears to be an area worthy of further investigation rather than routine clinical use at this time.

Branched Chain Amino Acids and Leucine

Studies of isolated muscle tissue and animal models have provided evidence that the branched chain amino acids, particularly leucine, stimulate muscle protein synthesis. In healthy young adults, adding additional leucine to an oral amino acid supplement (3.5g leucine) increased muscle anabolic signaling, but did not stimulate muscle protein synthesis more than an amino acid supplement with a normal leucine content (1.7g leucine). However, in an elderly population (66 +/- 2 years) increasing the concentration of leucine in an amino acid supplement to 2.8g increased protein synthesis by 20% compared to the standard amino acid supplement containing 1.7 gm leucine. Healthy elderly subjects who ingested a leucine-rich amino acid supplement had rates of protein synthesis similar to younger patients (30 +/- 2 years).

Although leucine supplementation appears to acutely increase protein synthesis in older patients, there
is no evidence that long-term leucine supplementation will result in significant functional changes or influence patient outcomes. A randomized, placebo-controlled study investigated the effect of adding 2.5g supplemental leucine to each meal (3X/day) for 3 months in a group of healthy elderly (71 +/- 4 years) men. There were no significant differences in muscle mass or strength between the placebo and leucine groups at the end of 3 months. There is evidence that resistance exercise may have a synergistic effect on protein synthesis with branched-chain enriched proteins, therefore it would be worthwhile to study the potential for leucine as an adjunct to resistance exercise in patients undergoing rehabilitation or in elderly patients with sarcopenia.

Due to the fact that leucine stimulates protein synthesis by increased signaling through a pathway that is increased in some forms of cancer, some experts have questioned if leucine could accelerate growth of existing tumors. Colon cancers with an unfavorable prognosis were reported to have increased leucine uptake, and branched-chain enriched amino acid mixtures appear to stimulate tumor growth. While supplemental branched-chain amino acids or leucine may not be advisable during treatment of existing malignancy, there is sufficient evidence for an effect of leucine on protein synthesis to justify further investigations.

**Beta-hydroxy-beta-methylbutyrate (HMB)**

Beta-hydroxy-beta-methylbutyrate (HMB) is a metabolite derived from the amino acid leucine. HMB has been studied in athletes, the elderly and in various pathological states after studies demonstrated an increase in lean muscle mass and protein synthesis in animals with HMB supplementation. Randomized studies in athletes have demonstrated that the beneficial effects of HMB on muscle appear to be limited to novice athletes, because elite or highly trained athletes do not appear to benefit from HMB supplementation. A small randomized study of HMB supplementation (3 gm/day) in 48 critically ill trauma patients, demonstrated that HMB significantly improved nitrogen balance from the first 7 days compared to the last 7 days, more than placebo or a combination of 3g HMB, 14 gm arginine and 14g glutamine (Juven). Interestingly, the addition of arginine and glutamine to HMB in trauma patients appears to negate any benefits of HMB on protein metabolism. The group that received the combination of HMB with arginine and glutamine had numerically lower nitrogen balance compared to control patients, and significantly worse nitrogen balance compare to the HMB group.

A year long randomized study of elderly patients investigated the effects of an HMB-arginine-lysine combination (HMB/Arg/Lys) on body composition, protein metabolism, strength and functionality. Compared to the placebo group, HMB/Arg/Lys significantly increased body cell mass by 1.6% and lean mass by 1.2%. Despite these statistically different results there was only a trivial difference in lean mass between the groups at the end of 1 year of supplementation (average of 1.2 lbs lean mass), and there was no significant difference in strength or functional status between the two groups of patients. There was a gradual loss of handgrip and leg strength in both groups over the year, and the results of the functionality tests were not different between treatments groups. However, recently the authors published a post-hoc re-analysis of this data based upon the vitamin D status of the participants. The investigators found that the 11 patients who received HMB/Arg/Lys supplement with adequate vitamin D status (25-OH vitamin D > 30ng/mL) had a significant improvement in strength. Those patients who received the control product, and subjects that received HMB/Arg/Lys, but were vitamin D insufficient or deficient (25-OH vitamin D < 30 ng/ml), did not have a significant change in strength. Obviously, the number of patients in the cohort (n = 11) that received the HMB/Arg/Lys with adequate vitamin D status is so small that it prevents strong conclusions and points to the need for a larger study. However, these results do point out that it is difficult to study the effects of a potential treatment for muscle mass or strength if there are other deficiencies or pathologic states that would prevent accrual of lean muscle mass. Studies of HMB in other pathologic conditions such as cancer, rheumatoid cachexia, and HIV/AIDS, also suffer from very small numbers of patients, limited study time frames and reliance on surrogate markers rather than real functional outcomes that matter.

**Fish Oil**

Fish oil provides the n-3 fatty acids eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA), which influence a wide variety of cellular functions. Among other actions, EPA and DHA supplementation decreases production of proinflammatory cytokines in stressed states, alters the sensitivity of skeletal muscle.
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to the effects of insulin, and may decrease protein breakdown.\textsuperscript{40, 41}

Early unblinded studies of fish oil supplementation in cancer patients reported decreased weight loss, preserved lean muscle mass, and improved appetite.\textsuperscript{40,42,43} However, larger randomized studies of fish oil supplementation in cancer patients did not report significant advantages compared to placebo.\textsuperscript{40-46}

A recent randomized study (n = 45) reported that elderly women who took fish oil supplements had improved response to a strength training program compared to patients taking placebo and undergoing the same training program.\textsuperscript{40} Women taking the fish oil supplements without exercising had no significant difference in strength or functional capacity compared to the placebo group. All of the women had improved strength and functional capacity after the 90 day exercise program, but women taking the fish oil supplement during the exercise program had significantly greater gains in peak strength and functional capacity compared to the placebo group.\textsuperscript{40} There is a need for larger and longer duration studies to evaluate the effect of fish oil supplements on body composition and outcomes in hospitalized and rehabilitation patients.

**Glutamine**

Serum and intracellular concentrations of glutamine are decreased in critical illness, and provision of parenteral glutamine (PG) was reported to improve

**Table 1. Considerations for the Use of Anabolic Therapies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Arginine</strong></th>
<th>There are no randomized human studies demonstrating improvements in muscle mass or functional outcomes with arginine supplements. Arginine supplementation is worthy of further investigation rather than routine clinical use at this time.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Branched Chain Amino Acids and Leucine</strong></td>
<td>Leucine and BCAA supplements do not appear effective for increasing muscle mass without exercise. Leucine supplements should be studied in patients undergoing rehabilitation and actively engaged in physical therapy or resistance exercise programs, especially in patients with marginal intake of high quality proteins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beta-hydroxy-beta-methylbutyrate (HMB)</strong></td>
<td>A small short term study demonstrated improved nitrogen balance in ICU patient receiving HMB. Long term HMB supplementation in older patients resulted in trivial increases in muscle mass and no functional improvements. There is a need for adequately powered randomized studies to determine if HMB improves outcomes or functional status and whether there are risks, drawbacks or limitations of HMB supplementation for some populations. Current studies are too small and too short to establish the safety of HMB in patients with malignant disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fish Oil</strong></td>
<td>There is a need for large, longitudinal studies to evaluate the effect of fish oil supplements on body composition and outcomes in hospitalized and rehabilitation patients.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Glutamine</strong></td>
<td>There are no human studies that support a role for glutamine supplements as effective agents to prevent muscle loss or restore muscle mass.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ornithine alpha-ketoglutarate (OKG)</strong></td>
<td>Small, controlled studies demonstrate an improvement in nitrogen balance, muscle mass and some outcomes with OKG supplements. There is sufficient evidence of OKG’s action on enhancing nitrogen balance, appetite and weight to support larger properly controlled studies of OKG on patient outcomes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nitrogen balance in adult patients after surgery or trauma.\textsuperscript{47} Supplemental glutamine induces heat shock proteins, which allows cells and tissues to become more stress tolerant in experimental models.\textsuperscript{48} Two studies in critically ill patients who received parenteral nutrition (PN) supplemented with PG reportedly had improved 6-month survival, compared to patients who received glutamine-free PN.\textsuperscript{49, 50} Supplemental PG did not result in any significant difference in short-term mortality (ICU or hospital) in these studies.\textsuperscript{49, 50} The improvement in long-term mortality without significant changes in short-term mortality could reflect the impact of glutamine on muscle loss or general nutrition status that only resulted in improved outcomes over a longer period of time. Unfortunately, there are no studies that have examined the effect of supplemental glutamine on long-term muscle changes, time to recovery of functional status, or need for rehabilitation after a hospitalization. PG may improve tolerance to the stressed state, but does not appear to affect protein synthesis or muscle breakdown in healthy adults. Svanberg et al demonstrated that there was no change in protein synthesis or breakdown with PG in healthy adults and reported that the provision of glutamine enriched parenteral amino acids appeared to negatively affect uptake of other amino acids into the muscle that are necessary for protein synthesis.\textsuperscript{51}

The results of studies with PG supplementation may not apply to glutamine supplementation via the enteral route. Although there is no glutamine in standard PN, glutamine is available as a component of protein in both oral and enteral feedings. Additionally, the cells of the intestinal lumen and liver use enteral glutamine for fuel, so there is much less glutamine reaching the systemic circulation than is ingested.\textsuperscript{52} A randomized blinded study of 363 critically ill patients reported no significant difference in short term or 6 month outcomes with enteral glutamine supplementation compared to an isonitrogenous control group.\textsuperscript{53}

Several studies have provided enteral glutamine in combination with HMB and arginine (HMB-ARG-GLUT). There was no significant improvement in lean body mass after gastric bypass with supplemental HMB-ARG-GLUT compared to controls.\textsuperscript{54} In a study of patients with rheumatoid cachexia there was no significant improvement in fat-free mass or functional status with supplemental HMB-ARG-GLUT compared to controls.\textsuperscript{55} While there may be a benefit of PG supplementation to improve outcomes and nitrogen balance in some ICU populations, there are no adequately powered studies of patient outcomes to support a role for oral glutamine as an agent to maintain, or restore, muscle mass in hospitalized or rehabilitation patients.

Glutamine may be beneficial for mitigating the side effects of a few chemo- and radiation therapy regimens; some experts have theorized that glutamine supplementation may help protect normal cells while sensitizing some tumor cells to the effects of chemotherapy and radiation therapy.\textsuperscript{56, 57} However, there are no large randomized studies investigating the effects of extended glutamine on oncology outcomes.

One of the few contraindications to glutamine supplementation is end-stage hepatic failure. Patients with decompensated cirrhosis had a significant increase

### Table 2. Strategies to Help Limit Loss of Lean Body Mass

- Decrease the time patients are without nutrition prior to procedures
- Accelerate the transition back to oral/enteral intake post-procedures
- Add D5 to standing IV fluids in patients not receiving nutrition support
- Evaluate the practice of NPO status prior to procedures and consider continuing nutrition (at least nutritional liquids/enteral feeding) until 2 hours before many procedures
- Enlist Early Recovery After Surgery (ERAS) pathway or modifications
- Keep EN going (especially in those jejunally fed) for tests/ procedures that require no, or only a local anesthetic.
- Provide an evening snack (or two) for patients that must be npo after midnight.
- Provide adequate amounts of high-quality protein.
- Evaluate protocols for mobility and physical therapy and collaborate with other disciplines to eliminate barriers for activity.
  - Consider nocturnal cycle of EN and PN when possible to facilitate daytime activity
in serum ammonia (75 to 169 umol/L cirrhosis vs. 52 to 78 umol/L control patients), 60 minutes after a single 20g dose of enteral glutamine.58 Among the patients with cirrhosis, there was a significant increase in the number of patients meeting criteria for hepatic encephalopathy 60 minutes after the dose of enteral glutamine (44 vs. 69%).58

**Ornithine alpha-ketoglutarate (OKG)**

Ornithine alpha-ketoglutarate (OKG), also known as ornithine oxoglurate, is the salt of 2 molecules of ornithine linked to one molecule of α-ketoglutarate. OKG was initially proposed as a possible treatment for hepatic encephalopathy in the 1960’s, and marketed under the name Orninetil.59 Controlled trials suggested that OKG was not efficacious for resolving hepatic coma, but clinicians noted that patients treated with OKG appeared to have improved nutrition status.60 OKG was reported to improve nitrogen balance in the 1980’s in patients with trauma, after surgery and burn injury.61-63 OKG causes a transient increase in growth hormone secretion, and supports glutamine levels post injury in humans.60, 64 Two double-blind randomized studies of adult burn patients demonstrated that 10g of OKG given 2X/day significantly decreased wound healing times and improved nitrogen balance compared to control patients.65, 66

Several studies have investigated the effect of OKG supplementation in elderly patients.67, 68 A double-blind randomized trial of OKG investigated the effects of 10g OKG/day for 2 months (patients monitored for 4 months total) in 185 elderly ambulatory patients.67 There was a significant improvement in appetite, body weight and independence in the OKG group compared to the placebo group after 30 days, and also after 60 days. Two months after OKG was stopped, there was still a significant improvement in the quality-of-life and medical-cost index in the OKG group, and the investigators reported that there was an overall cost saving of 37% related to OKG use.67

A second study randomized 370 non-hospitalized healthy adults that had recently recovered from various illnesses to receive either 10g of OKG/day or an isocaloric placebo.69 Patients who received OKG had a significant improvement in appetite and weight gain after 60 days compared to the placebo group.69

Although there is a long history of use and a number of studies documenting that OKG increases nitrogen balance in various pathologic states, there are some limitations to existing evidence. A number of early trials did not provide isonitrogenous controls, and there is limited data regarding patient outcomes due to the limited size or duration of the studies.68 There is evidence in animal models that OKG decreases muscle breakdown without stimulating tumor growth, but minimal human data about the potential risk of OKG use in humans with malignant disease.70 The use of any agent that has the potential to enhance protein synthesis should raise concern for it’s potential to function as an accelerant for tumor growth. OKG supplementation increases arginine production, and thus could invoke synthesis of nitric oxide with a potential detrimental effect on septic critically ill patients in a fashion similar to arginine supplemented feeding.71 There is sufficient evidence of OKG’s action on enhancing nitrogen balance and appetite to support larger properly controlled studies of OKG on patient outcomes.

**Nutrition and Feeding Strategies**

Although full nutrition does not completely prevent muscle loss in hospitalized patients, it is clear that inadequate nutrition accelerates muscle loss, and prolonged or recurrent periods without nutrition cause large amounts of body protein to be burned for energy.4, 72 Healthy adults that are deprived of food have an adaptation to starvation within several days, with decreased metabolic rate and protein oxidation and increased utilization of fat for fuel. However, patients with illness or injury experience hypermetabolism increased utilization of fat for fuel. However, patients with illness or injury experience hypermetabolism and rapid protein breakdown even when starved. Fat cannot be converted directly into glucose, therefore, when glycogen stores are quickly depleted, large amounts of body proteins are catabolized to meet the needs of cells that are dependent on glucose.4, 73 Many patients arrive at the hospital with a history of weight loss or decreased oral intake, and thus have depleted glycogen stores on admission. Acutely ill hospitalized patients with depleted glycogen stores will have urinary nitrogen losses of 10-15g /24 hrs.4,73, 74 Providing as little as 300-400 dextrose calories per 24 hours (75-100mL/hr of 5% dextrose) decreases muscle breakdown in half, as evidenced by a decrease in urinary nitrogen losses to 5-7g /24 hrs.73 While short periods of time without significant nutrition are not overtly injurious, the cumulative effect of periods of semi-starvation undoubtedly contributes to muscle loss during hospitalization. Decreasing the amount of time (continued on page 38)
that a patient is without food is one of the most concrete, feasible and cost-effective interventions to implement.

**Cumulative calorie deficit while in the hospital**

Patients that take food by mouth or receive enteral nutrition support (EN) inevitably have repeated interruptions in their nutrition and develop a large cumulative calorie and protein deficit during their hospitalization. A randomized study comparing full feeding with reduced calorie and protein “trophic” feeding in patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) demonstrated that patients receiving reduced feeding during the early part of their admission had significantly increased need for rehabilitation services after their hospitalization.

The use of PN to supplement inadequate enteral intake appears to create more problems than it cures however. Supplemental PN provided to those patients with functional GI tracts who were receiving inadequate EN resulted in significantly increased infectious complications, and increased the duration of hospitalization. Although supplemental PN carries excessive risk and expense, there are a number of less invasive strategies that can be used to limit cumulative nutrition deficit during hospitalizations. Oral nutrition supplements significantly decreased weight loss and increased muscle strength in postoperative hospitalized patients and when provided to malnourished patients after hospital discharge significantly increased muscle strength and improved quality of life. EN support is frequently held due to outdated practices with poor, or no supporting evidence. Involvement of nutrition support professionals and adoption of evidence-based feeding protocols can increase nutrition delivery to patients that require EN.

It is obvious that some periods without full nutrition for hospitalized patients are unavoidable due to the need to be npo for tests and procedures. However it is equally obvious that many protocols stipulating no oral/enteral intake prior to a test are based more on convention than necessity. The results of several studies reported that patients may continue to receive nutrition until 2 hours before many procedures without increasing complications. Carbohydrate and protein feeding pre-procedure may also decrease postoperative insulin resistance and appears to decrease postoperative muscle loss. Although patients that are unable to protect their airway are at increased risk of reflux if they receive gastric EN while supine, feedings often do not need to be held for a protracted time period pre-procedure. Furthermore, patients that receive EN into the small intestine can often have nutrition infusion continue until shortly before the test.

Although there is evidence that extended periods without food before many procedures is not necessary, actually changing hospital protocols and practices can be difficult to achieve. There is an extended history to the “npo after midnight” practice and it is difficult to overcome the tremendous inertia of tradition. Updating outdated protocols to minimize periods of fasting pre-procedure may not be adequate by itself. Education about the potential advantages of reduced preoperative fasting and conducting follow-up quality evaluations to determine if the new protocols are being followed may help increase compliance and eventually decrease the nutrition deficit that patients accrue in the hospital setting.

In addition to decreasing the time that a patient is without nutrition prior to procedures, it is often possible to accelerate the transition back to oral intake post-procedure. There is copious evidence that rapid removal of nasogastric tubes and earlier introduction of food after surgical procedures does not have significant disadvantages, and may have benefits. There is a need for studies that investigate protocols to minimize non-essential downtime of oral and EN support to determine if more consistent nutrition provision can minimize muscle loss during hospitalizations and affect outcomes, functional status, or rehabilitation needs.

**Protein**

Normally, muscle protein synthesis is transiently increased after ingestion of dietary protein. Ingestion of dietary protein has an enhanced ability to increase muscle protein synthesis in healthy people after exercise. Doses as small as 5g of high quality protein increase the rate of muscle protein synthesis, with maximal effects being reached at 20g in young adults. Elderly patients appear less sensitive to the effect of dietary protein after exercise because muscle protein synthesis was not stimulated in doses lower than 20g, and maximal effects were not reached until 40g of protein were ingested. High quality protein such as whey increases protein synthesis after exercise compared to lower quality proteins.

Unfortunately, immobilization or bedrest (unloading) blunts the ability of protein or amino acids
to stimulate muscle protein synthesis.\textsuperscript{72} Protein or amino acid supplements were ineffective in decreasing muscle catabolism in patients that had no physical activity.\textsuperscript{72,89} However, amino acid supplementation was effective in reducing muscle mass loss when combined with a minimal amount (5 minutes/day) of physical activity.\textsuperscript{90} There is a need for further studies of exercise combined with high quality protein supplements to determine optimal protein dosing and exercise requirements to preserve and restore muscle mass.

**Discussion**

The loss of lean muscle mass during hospitalizations very likely contributes to functional impairments, reduced quality of life and increased costs for rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{11,91,92} The elderly, who are an expanding segment of our population, are especially susceptible to the negative effects of muscle loss. While there are a number of nutritional supplements that show promise and are worthy of additional research, there is a need for adequately powered studies that investigate meaningful outcomes and cost effectiveness before they are routinely used in clinical practice (see Table 1). OKG is the only anabolic nutraceutical with demonstrated outcome improvements in controlled studies, but there is limited data in acutely or critically ill patients receiving OKG.\textsuperscript{67} Some nutraceuticals that increase anabolism may have the potential to accelerate tumor growth and available research does not adequately address potential safety risks. Randomized studies over the past 20 years have repeatedly demonstrated unexpected harmful effects of relatively benign nutrients or nutraceuticals that initially appeared promising in animal or small scale human studies.\textsuperscript{14-17} Some critically or acutely ill populations may be at particular risk from enhancing protein synthesis because it is possible that reversing catabolism in the earlier stages of illness may have unexpected negative effects. The use of anabolic steroid oxandrolone in ventilator dependent surgical patients resulted in a significantly longer period of mechanical ventilation and intensive care unit stay, which may be related to increased collagen deposition leading to increased fibrotic pulmonary changes.\textsuperscript{93} In two large multicenter randomized studies of surgical and medical critically ill patients, the administration of human growth hormone resulted in a significantly longer ICU and hospital stay, duration of mechanical ventilation and mortality compared to patients that received placebo.\textsuperscript{94} There is insufficient evidence to assume that nutraceuticals with anabolic potential would necessarily share the same risk factors as pharmacologic anabolics in similar populations. However, it would be similarly unreasonable to assume that nutraceuticals with anabolic potential would be safe in critically ill populations without randomized studies that have a sufficient number of patients with the power to examine patient outcomes.

Nutrition strategies may help limit the amount of muscle that is lost (see Table 2), but nutrition alone, even when optimized, cannot prevent muscle loss during inactivity or critical illness.\textsuperscript{4} Exercise, particularly resistance exercise, is especially potent for preventing and restoring muscle loss.\textsuperscript{91} Optimizing physical activity and implementing resistance exercise programs appears to be considerably more effective for restoring muscle mass than nutritional interventions alone.\textsuperscript{11,91} Considering the evidence that some nutrition interventions only demonstrate anabolic potential when administered in concert with resistance exercise,\textsuperscript{86} there is a clear need for adequate studies of this kind to fully evaluate the potential of combined therapies. Recent research has demonstrated that even isolated vitamin inadequacy can potentially become a factor that limits the ability to respond to anabolic therapies.\textsuperscript{35} There is also the need to explore the potential of combining nutritional and pharmacologic, as well as nutrition, pharmacologic and exercise efforts to counteract muscle loss. Studies of pharmacologic approaches to enhance anabolism have rarely considered nutritional factors as a potential rate limiting step for muscle response. Likewise, studies of nutritional supplementation have not evaluated potential endocrine or metabolic abnormalities that can potentially influence the ability to respond to nutritional interventions.

**Conclusions**

There are a number of nutritional supplements that have demonstrated potential as agents to help maintain or recover muscle during and after illness. However, there is a need for larger studies examining patient outcomes and cost effectiveness before routine clinical use can be recommended. Nutritional strategies and protocols that minimize time without nutrition during hospitalizations may reduce muscle loss and can generally be implemented without increasing costs. Optimizing existing efforts to prevent time without nutrition and increase physical activity are concrete steps in this direction.
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steps that can be implemented now to reduce and restore muscle mass until additional research with anabolic nutraceuticals are available. Future nutrition studies should investigate not only short term outcomes such as survival and ICU length of stay, but also include longer term outcomes such as functional status and requirements for rehabilitation as outcomes. Programs that optimize physical activity and combined exercise and nutrition programs should be studied in the future.
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Colonoscopy offers a method of screening for and prevention of colorectal cancer. Unfortunately, interval cancers still occur after negative screening colonoscopy suggesting that some pre-cancerous lesions may be missed. Flat and serrated polyps are a particular challenge to detect and may explain why some of these cancers occur. Detection of these subtle lesions requires recognition of their existence, training in their detection, careful inspection technique and adequate bowel preparation. Once a large, flat or otherwise complicated polyp is detected, endoscopic methods exist that offer an alternative to surgery. When performed by appropriately trained endoscopists in carefully selected patients, endoscopic resection can reduce the risk and morbidity of resection. In this review we define the types of difficult to detect polyps, methods to increase their detection, and describe available endoscopic resection techniques.

INTRODUCTION

Colorectal cancer remains third in new cancer diagnoses and cause of cancer related death. In addition to colorectal cancer (CRC) screening, colonoscopy also offers cancer prevention by allowing the removal of adenomatous polyps. Despite this benefit, the degree of risk reduction offered by colonoscopy for right-sided CRC has recently been questioned.

Colorectal cancers develop from adenomatous polyps. Effective colorectal cancer prevention relies on early identification and removal of these lesions at their pre-malignant stage. Unfortunately, colonoscopy is imperfect and interval cancers occur in up to 6% of patients after screening colonoscopy. There are many potential reasons why interval cancers occur however most agree that missed pre-cancerous polyps play an important role. Some of the most subtle and difficult polyps to detect are the flat and serrated polyps, making them a likely culprit for interval cancer. This is particularly true in the right colon where the bowel preparation is often less than ideal.

Once a large flat or serrated polyp is detected, the next challenge is removal. This is especially true in the right colon where positioning can be a difficult. In the past these patients were routinely sent for surgery, however endoscopic methods of resection...
have eliminated the need for surgery for many patients. When done by experienced hands, in carefully selected patients, the risks of endoscopic mucosal resection are only modestly higher than for routine polypectomy.

**TYPES OF SUBTLE NEOPLASIA**

**Flat Adenomas**

The term flat is used to describe a colon lesion measuring less than 2 cm in size that is elevated less than 2.5mm above the surrounding normal colonic mucosa (figure 1). Flat lesions larger than 2cm are termed “laterally spreading” lesions. Laterally spreading lesions are further sub-divided based on their appearance as either granular (having a nodular appearance, or cluster of sessile lesions) or non-granular (figure 2). As a flat lesion becomes more locally invasive, it penetrates deeper into the colonic wall, becoming a depressed lesion. Depressed lesions have a base that is lower than the normal surrounding mucosa, indicating a higher degree of invasion and dysplasia.

**Serrated Polyps**

Serrated polyps are now recognized as part of an alternative pathway to colorectal cancer. Unlike the traditional adenoma to carcinoma sequence, colorectal cancers with high levels of microsatellite instability are thought to have developed through a process of CpG island methylation. This process occurs most often in serrated polyps exhibiting BRAF mutations. Serrated polyps are variants of hyperplastic polyps. They are often flat, located in the right colon and are often covered by an adherent mucous cap, adding to the challenge in their detection (figure 3).

**IMPROVING DETECTION**

**Recognition**

The first step in improving detection of subtle colorectal lesions is recognizing they exist. Flat and depressed adenomas, collectively referred to as non-polypoid neoplasia, were first described in the colon in the Japanese population over 25 years ago. Since then, several prospective studies have proven the existence of non-polypoid neoplasia worldwide.

The prevalence of non-polypoid neoplasia in the United States was first described in a landmark study of Veterans Administration (VA) patients. In this study, non-polypoid lesions were found in 9.4% of patients, representing 15% of all polyps detected. Despite their
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small numbers, these non-polypoid lesions accounted for 54% of superficial carcinomas suggesting they are more likely to harbor advanced pathology. Later studies have resulted in similar findings with approximately 10% of adenomas described as flat. A tandem colonoscopy study found that up to 32% of flat polyps and 42% of flat adenomas were missed suggesting their true prevalence is likely under-reported.

Despite several studies finding a higher prevalence of advanced pathology in non-polypoid lesions, the US National Polyp Study found the opposite. Flat adenomas in this study were no more likely to contain high-grade dysplasia than their sessile or pedunculated counterparts. Unlike flat lesions, however, truly depressed lesions were found to carry an increased risk for advanced pathology.

Though we are beginning to appreciate the role of serrated polyps in colorectal cancer, their true prevalence is unknown. Confusing nomenclature and lack of agreement in diagnostic criteria have resulted in underreporting of serrated polyps by endoscopists and pathologists alike. What literature does exist suggests that up to 6-10% of patients undergoing screening colonoscopy may have a serrated polyp.

This diagnostic challenge has led many gastroenterologists to argue that large hyperplastic polyps, particularly in the right colon, should be treated as neoplastic. Though not currently included in our multi-society surveillance interval guidelines, large hyperplastic polyps should be considered when determining a patient’s lifetime risk of colorectal cancer and need for surveillance. In our practice, large hyperplastic polyps prompt surveillance intervals that mirror those assigned to similar size adenomatous polyps. More studies are needed to address this issue and to determine the true impact these polyps have on colorectal cancer risk.

**Subtle Clues to Detection**

It is often only a subtle clue that will suggest the presence of a flat polyp. Among these are subtle color differences compared to the surrounding mucosa such as an area that appears slightly more red or pale. Spontaneous mucosal hemorrhage or easy friability often indicate presence of neoplasia, however these findings are easy to misinterpret as minor mucosal trauma caused by the colonoscope. Deformity of the colon wall, in particular of the folds, and absence of vascularity in the region of a flat polyp are other subtle clues. In the right colon, serrated polyps can be particularly challenging to detect as they are often covered with an adherent mucous cap that requires aggressive rinsing to reveal the underlying polyp. Residual stool and adherent bile seen with inadequate bowel preparation can easily mask these subtle clues hindering detection.

**Bowel Preparation**

The importance of excellent bowel preparation in the detection of non-polypoid neoplasia cannot be emphasized enough. A retrospective study that examined the outcomes in 5000 patients after screening colonoscopy highlights this importance. Of the 17 interval cancers that occurred in these patients, 6 had screening colonoscopies that were incomplete due to poor prep and another 4 had a lesion seen but not recognized as malignant. Considerably lower flat polyp detection was also seen in those who had inadequate prep (9%) compared to those with adequate prep (28%).

Many bowel purgatives exist. Patients should be instructed on the importance of a good bowel preparation and encouraged to follow the preparation instructions provided. Our practice has adopted a split bowel prep regimen that has shown to provide better overall bowel preparation, but more importantly, better preparation of the right colon.

**Inspection Techniques**

Adenoma detection is a validated predictor of interval colorectal cancer that is strongly influenced by the performing endoscopist. Despite this, wide variability exists between endoscopists in this important measure. When high adenoma detectors have been studied formally, certain behaviors are observed. Compared to low detectors, high adenoma detectors spend more time on inspection of proximal surfaces, used irrigation more often to cleanse segments of poorly prepped colon mucosa, distended the colon more during inspection and used tip deflection to look behind colonic folds. These techniques are simple to teach and when incorporated into routine practice result in increased adenoma detection.

In our prospective study, we introduced an endoscopist training module that focused on recognizing the clues of subtle polyps and on the techniques associated with high adenoma detectors. In doing so
we found an increase in overall adenoma detection from 36% to 47% in those who received training. Our results highlight the importance of training to improve recognition and detection of subtle lesions. In the age of quality measure reporting, patients and providers will have increasing access to the adenoma detection rates of endoscopists. This access will provide physicians with the ability to refer patients to gastroenterologists who offer the highest level of colorectal cancer risk reduction.

**Treatment**

Most polyps, including those that are flat, are less than 10mm and can be managed easily during routine colonoscopy. In contrast, large, flat polyps often require specialized techniques, which require additional devices, skill and time. As a result, patients with very large flat polyps have historically been referred for surgical resection. Though complete cure can be ensured with surgical resection, it also comes with significant cost, increased risk of morbidity, and in rare cases mortality, for what are most often benign lesions. Endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR) and endoscopic sub-mucosal dissection (ESD) are terms used to describe a variety of devices and techniques used to resect large polyps, and in some cases, early colorectal cancers.

The technique of EMR was first described for flexible colonoscopy in 1973 and has been practiced widely in regions, such as Japan, with a high prevalence of large, flat lesions. As large, flat lesions have become increasingly recognized worldwide, EMR has become more widely adopted. Several tools exist that allow safe removal of large lesions that are limited to the superficial mucosal layer. These include lift and snare, cap-assisted and ligation-assisted techniques, each with the goal to remove all neoplastic tissue down to the sub-mucosal layer.

Endoscopic mucosal resection has proven a safe alternative to surgery in experienced hands. Major complications such as bleeding and perforation are infrequent, occurring in 0.5 to 6% of cases depending on the series. The risk of bleeding is directly related to the size of the polyp with those larger than 3 cm conferring the greatest risk. This knowledge allows endoscopists to apply endoscopic closure devices as prophylaxis against bleeding.

One major limitation to EMR is that large lesions (>20mm) require piece-meal resection, which prohibits accurate pathologic margin assessment. Advanced imaging modalities such as high definition white light imaging, dye-based or virtual chromoendoscopy, and confocal endomicroscopy can aide in endoscopic lateral margin assessment. With these techniques, complete resection rates of over 96% have been reported. Close follow up with repeat colonoscopy to ensure ablation of any residual neoplasia is recommended at 3 months and again at 1 year following EMR. Residual adenomatous tissue at the time of follow-up is reported between 4 – 14% depending on the expertise of the center. Endoscopic sub-mucosal dissection (ESD) describes a group of techniques and devices that allows en-bloc resection of very large (>20mm) non-polypoid neoplasia. En-bloc resection provides the ability for complete assessment of deep and lateral margins not offered by piece-meal EMR techniques. In centers offering this technique, much lower rates of residual disease are reported (2 versus 14%). The trade-offs however include longer procedure times (108 +/- 71 minutes versus 29 +/- 25 minutes, p<0.001) and an increased risk of perforation (6 vs. 1%), though most perforations can be managed endoscopically. Provided the local expertise and surgical support is available, ESD is the preferred method for complete endoscopic removal of polyps >20mm where there is a high suspicion of early invasive carcinoma, as indicated by a depressed type polyps or surface pit pattern suggestive of superficial invasion. When done by appropriately trained endoscopists, both EMR and ESD, have the benefit of avoiding surgery.

**SUMMARY**

Flat and serrated polyps can be subtle and challenging to detect, and as a result, likely contributed to the occurrence of interval colorectal cancer after screening colonoscopy.

Detection of non-polypoid colorectal lesions requires recognition of their existence, training in their detection, careful inspection technique and bowel preparation that is adequate to allow their subtle features to be visualized. Referring physicians can assist their patients by providing information on the importance of bowel purgative and by referring them to endoscopists who are known for high quality colonoscopy. Adenoma detection rates are a validated measure of quality in colonoscopy and a predictor of interval colorectal cancer, and therefore can serve as a barometer for this quality.
When a large, flat or otherwise complicated polyp is detected, endoscopic methods offer an alternative to surgery that can reduce the risk and morbidity associated with surgical resection. Referral to a center with both the expertise in endoscopic resection methods (EMR and/or ESD) and adequate surgical support is required to minimize complications. Short interval follow up colonoscopies in the year following endoscopic resection are also needed to ensure complete resection.
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Flat Polyps: Endoscopic Detection and Treatment
Mesenteric Panniculitis Presenting as Recurrent Small Bowel Obstruction in an Elderly Male

by Ashish Kataria, Sanjaya K. Satapathy, Richard Straus, Silvat Sheikh-Fayyaz, Ronald Greenberg

INTRODUCTION

Sclerosing mesenteritis (SM) is a rare, benign condition that consists of chronic, fibrosing inflammation affecting the mesentery. While usually following an indolent course, the disease may potentially present with significant morbidities and unusually death.1 While its etiology is unknown, SM mainly affects the mesentery surrounding the small intestine and only rarely the mesentery surrounding the colon.2 The umbrella term sclerosing mesenteritis includes the acute form called mesenteric panniculitis (MP) (predominated histologically by inflammation of the mesenteric fat) and the chronic form denoted as retractile mesenteritis (RM) (consisting of mainly fibrosis).3

The inflammation and fibrosis from sclerosing mesenteritis may cause varied abdominal pathologies giving rise to non-specific presentations and, as such, diagnosis is easily missed and is confirmed only by histology. Patients may present with abdominal pain, intestinal obstruction, fever, chylous ascites, abdominal mass, constipation, gastrointestinal bleeding or diarrhea.1 There have been rare cases of mesenteric panniculitis presenting as small bowel obstruction1,4-6.

Because its clinical manifestations are nonspecific and atypical, the preoperative diagnosis of sclerosing mesenteritis can be very difficult to make clinically and requires cooperation between radiologists, surgeons and pathologists. We report a case of an 82-year-old male who presented with recurrent small intestinal obstruction found to have a mesenteric mass that was ultimately diagnosed as sclerosing mesenteritis.

CASE REPORT

An 82-year-old Caucasian male presented to the emergency department with a two-day history of left upper abdominal cramps, vomiting, obstipation and abdominal distension. The patient had a history of recurrent, self-limited episodes of small bowel obstruction over the course of last four years with similar symptoms during each admission. His past medical history was significant for hypertension, diabetes and hyperlipidemia. About four years ago, the patient had an exploratory laparotomy done for small bowel obstruction. There was a dense, fibrotic mass measuring approximately 7 cm by 5 cm fixed to the root of the small intestinal mesentery with matted adhesions of the small bowel. A diagnosis of sclerosing mesenteritis was made. At that time, the mass could be not removed due to significant mesenteric involvement.

Biopsy of the mass was taken and lysis of adhesions was performed. Histologically, the biopsy showed fibrofatty tissue densely infiltrated by chronic inflammation and fat necrosis (Figure 1, 2 and 3). After surgery the patient continued to have recurrent episodes of partial small bowel obstruction during the next four years, each episode being managed conservatively with resolution of symptoms.

(continued on page 58)
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During the current admission, his symptoms were more severe and unresolving than previous episodes. His laboratory values were remarkable for hemoconcentration and hypokalemia. Erect and supine radiographs of the abdomen showed several air fluid levels consistent with small bowel obstruction with a transition point in the proximal jejunum. The CT scan (Figure 4) demonstrated a calcified mass along the root of the mesentery with multiple adjacent small lymph nodes and mesenteric fat infiltration, which was essentially unchanged over the last four years. The patient was given intravenous hydration; a nasogastric tube was placed and oral intake was held. The patient failed conservative management and, after 48 hours, exploratory laparotomy was performed. The mass was again biopsied and a gastro-jejunostomy was performed. Post-operatively, the patient continued to have a high gastric output through the nasogastric tube and was kept “npo” for 5 days. A course of intravenous steroids was given without significant resolution of his symptoms. A jejunostomy-tube was placed for enteral nutritional support and gastric tube for palliative relief of symptoms related to nausea and vomiting secondary to retention. Furthermore, his post-operative course was complicated with fungemia, gram negative sepsis, and a prolonged hospital course. Ultimately, he was discharged to a rehabilitation facility after recovery but was admitted back in the hospital shortly after with recurrent sepsis. He subsequently expired due to multi-organ failure secondary to gram negative sepsis in spite of intensive supportive care.

DISCUSSION

Sclerosing mesenteritis is a rare disease of unknown etiology that is characterized by tumor-like mass composed of chronic nonspecific inflammation, fat necrosis and fibrosis. Although various causes such as infection, trauma or ischemia of the mesentery as well as autoimmune disease have been suggested, the exact etiology of the disease still cannot be determined. Also, many malignancies (including lymphoma, breast cancer, lung cancer, melanoma and colon cancer or other solid malignancies) have been implicated in its pathogenesis. In most cases, sclerosing mesenteritis involves the alvine mesentery, but it can also affect the mesocolon, peripancreatic region, omentum, retroperitoneum, or pelvis.

The mean age group of patients is 50-70 years...
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and men are affected twice as commonly as women. Patients may present with vague abdominal pain, mass, dyspepsia, altered bowel habits, ascites or small bowel obstruction. The symptoms usually result as a result of direct involvement of the bowel by the concurrent inflammation or by adjacent mesentery, vasculitis or ischemia. The mechanism of bowel obstruction is usually adjacent inflammation of the bowel, fibrotic adhesions or direct mechanical compression.

Making the diagnosis of sclerosing mesenteritis is difficult and it is found incidentally in almost half of the reported cases. The diagnosis was rarely made pre-operatively as described in the literature. While the erythrocyte sedimentation rate may be increased in rare cases, extensive biochemical workup may not yield the diagnosis. CT scan may be more beneficial, showing a soft tissue density in the base the mesentery, mass, calcification or cystic changes. Misty mesentery, a subtle attenuation in the mesentery due to chronic inflammation is commonly the only specific CT scan finding. The “Fat ring sign”, an area of fat preservation around the mesenteric fat, may be present and may help to differentiate it from a malignancy.

Definitive diagnosis is histopathologic. Fat necrosis and chronic inflammation can be seen in the early stages and frank fibrosis is noted in the late stages. Often a combination of these is noted [Figs 1, 2 and 3].

The treatment of SM is usually empiric, individualized and has not been standardized. Early stages may regress spontaneously requiring no treatment. Immunosuppressive therapy such as azathioprine, steroids and colchicine have shown promising results in some studies but need further research.

Surgery and radiation therapy have also been used for symptomatic relief. As discussed above, intestinal obstruction that remains unresolved with conservative management, partial resection, bypass or colostomy may be necessary. In a recently published study, complete or partial resection of the mesenteric mass with adherent small bowel was possible in only one-third of the patients who underwent surgery and could be a curative option and should be considered when appropriate.
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Figure 4: Abdominal CT scan. Sagittal CT scan demonstrates a solid soft-tissue mass which was related to small bowel mesentery (white arrow).
Endoscopic Clip Closure of Benign Esophagopleural Fistulas

by Kimberly Salaycik Kolkhorst, Eric Hill, Patrick Brady

Background: The development of benign esophagopleural fistulas is associated with a poor prognosis and may result in severe respiratory compromise. Esophagopleural fistulas rarely close spontaneously. Surgical management, the standard treatment, is associated with significant morbidity and mortality and significant costs. In this study, we present the result of endoscopic closure of three acute esophagopleural fistulas using metal clips.

Methods: Three patients (2 female and 1 male) with a mean age of 80, who had developed an esophagopleural fistula (mean age 12.7 days) as a result of esophageal surgery, were treated endoscopically by application of metal clips.

Observations: Endoclip treatment resulted in complete fistula closure, as confirmed by Gastrografin esophagography, in all three patients after one session.

Conclusions: The use of endoscopic clips in the closure of benign esophagopleural fistulas is an effective and safe alternative to surgery.

INTRODUCTION

Esophagopleural fistulas (EPF) are anomalous tracts that connect the lumen of the esophagus to the pleural lining of the respiratory tract. They can be of congenital or acquired in origin. Acquired EPF are categorized as malignant or benign. Benign esophagopleural fistulas (BEPF) are most commonly reported after pulmonary resection. Additional etiologies include infection, trauma, radiation, iatrogenic injury, prolonged mechanical ventilation and prior esophageal surgery. The development of BEPF is associated with a poor prognosis and, if untreated, leads to pleural effusion, respiratory compromise, sepsis and death. Patients that survive acute episodes are at additional risk of developing chronic fistulas that become more difficult to manage.

Spontaneous closure of BEPF is rare and conservative management alone is often insufficient. The aims of effective treatment are to treat the infection, support nutrition, eradicate the pleural effusion and close the fistula. Traditionally, BEPF are closed surgically via a transthoracic approach, however, this is a high-risk procedure that is associated with significant morbidity, mortality and hospital costs.

Advances in endoscopic techniques have increased therapeutic options for patients and minimally invasive procedures often offer a safe alternative to surgery. In this article, we present our experience using endoclips to close benign esophagopleural fistulas that resulted from recent esophageal surgery in three patients. The data on these patients was collected prospectively as part of a study of enteric fistula closure using endoscopic clips. This study has been approved by the University of South Florida IRB.

(continued on page 62)
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CASE REPORTS

Patient 1

An 89 year-old Caucasian female underwent laparoscopic Heller myotomy, esophageal diverticulectomy and anterior fundoplication for a hiatal hernia and esophageal diverticulum. Ten days later, she presented to the emergency room (ER) complaining of worsening fatigue, cough, dyspnea, subjective fevers and anorexia. She was found to have a leukocytosis and computed tomography (CT) scan of the chest revealed a loculated, right-sided pleural effusion. The patient was made NPO, started on antibiotics and received a CT-guided thoracentesis and thoracostomy tube. In order to support nutrition, a nasoenteric feeding tube was placed and jejunal tube feedings were instituted. Gastrografin esophagography revealed a fistulous tract at the right aspect of the distal esophagus with a contained leak tracking laterally to the right (Figure 1A). Esophagogastroduodenoscopy (EGD) identified a fistulous tract opening at 34 cm measuring 3 mm in diameter (Figure 2A). Two Resolution™ clips (Boston Scientific, Natick, MA) were placed, however, only one was successful in approximating the edges over the area of the fistulous tract (Figure 2B). The patient remained NPO and follow-up Gastrografin esophagography two days later revealed a focal outpouching of the esophagus in the area of prior leak but no further evidence of leak (Figure 1B). Her diet was advanced as tolerated and the nasoenteric tube was discontinued. She was discharged to a skilled nursing facility five days after

Figure 1. Gastrografin esophagography. A. Fistulous tract at the right aspect of the distal esophagus with contained leak tracking to the right (black arrow). B. No further evidence of esophageal leak after endoclip placement.

Figure 2. Endoscopic images. A. Fistulous tract (black arrow) identified within the esophagus. B. Post clip placement. The clip farthest from the Dobhoff tube was successful in approximating the edges of the fistula.
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clip placement and did not experience recurrence of the pleural effusion.

Patient 2
A 73 year-old Caucasian male with adenocarcinoma of the distal esophagus underwent 5 weeks of chemotherapy and radiation followed by Ivor Lewis esophagectomy, pyloroplasty and feeding jejunostomy tube placement. Post-operatively, the patient developed an esophageal leak as evidenced by the presence of grape juice in the chest tube after oral consumption. Gastrografin esophagography, however, was without evidence of an esophageal leak. The chest tube drainage eventually slowed and the patient was discharged with the chest tube in place. Three weeks later, he presented for outpatient follow-up and was found to have increased drainage of up to 200 cc/day of thick yellow-brown fluid with a foul odor. He was then admitted to the hospital and made NPO. CT scan of the thorax revealed a leak of enteric contrast at the level of the esophageal anastomosis with extravasation directed posteriorly into the right chest (Figure 3A). EGD performed the subsequent day identified a fistulous tract at 33 cm measuring 6 mm in diameter (Figure 4A). Four Resolution™ endoclips were positioned over the fistulous tract (Figure 4B). A Gastrografin esophagography obtained the following day revealed resolution of the previously identified fistulous tract (Figure 3B). His diet was successfully advanced and the patient was discharged to home.

Figure 3. A. CT scan of the thorax revealing a leak of enteric contrast at the level of the esophageal anastomosis with extravasation directed posteriorly into the right chest (white arrow). B. Gastrografin esophagography without evidence of esophageal leak one day following endoclip placement.

Patient 3
A 78 year-old Caucasian female underwent a Heller myotomy with anterior fundoplication and esophageal diverticulectomy for achalasia with an esophageal diverticulum. She subsequently developed respiratory failure seven days later. A CT of the chest revealed a loculated, right-sided pleural effusion. She was taken to the operating room (OR) and underwent video-assisted thoracic surgery with drainage of the effusion, take-down of loculations and received two

Figure 4. Endoscopic images. A. Fistulous tract (white arrow) located at area of previous esophageal anastomosis. B. Three endoclips were released, but two clips (located on the right) were successful in approximating the edges of the fistula.
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chest tubes; however, the pleural effusion recurred. Gastrografin esophagography revealed extravasation of contrast from the distal esophagus (Figure 5A). EGD identified a fistulous tract at 32 cm measuring 5 mm in diameter (Figure 6A) with occasional air bubbles emanating from it. One Resolution™ endoclip was placed over the fistulous tract (Figure 6B). Gastrografin esophagography obtained five days later showed a small outpouching in the area of previous leak but no evidence of extravasation of contrast (Figure 5B). Throughout the hospital course, the patient remained NPO and received TPN for nutritional support. After closure of the esophagopleural fistula was confirmed, her diet was advanced as tolerated and she was discharged to a skilled nursing facility without additional recurrence of the pleural effusion.

DISCUSSION

Benign esophagopleural fistulas are commonly associated with respiratory complications and present significant management challenges. The persistent flow of fluid and air through the fistula tract between the esophagus and the pleural space likely hinders wound healing and prevents spontaneous fistula closure. Conservative management that involves draining the pleural effusion, antibiotics and nutritional support takes time and alone may not be sufficient. As a result, the incidence of spontaneous closure of EPF is extremely low. The most favorable outcomes of BEPF are likely to result from increased awareness, early detection and early treatment.

Endoclips were first described as a therapeutic maneuver for GI bleeding hemostasis in 1975. Several years later, case series of other indications have accumulated and include closing fistulas and

Figure 5. Gastrografin esophagography. A. Extravasation of contrast from the distal esophagus prior to clip placement (black arrow). B. No further evidence of contrast extravasation after clip placement.

Figure 6. Endoscopic images. A. Fistulous tract (black arrow) located in the esophageal wall. B. Successful clip placement and closure of the fistula.
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perforations, as radio opaque markers, and for the anchoring of stents, catheters or feeding tubes. The stainless steel Resolution™ endoclips used on our patients have prongs which, when fully opened, measure 11 mm. The clipping technique involves grasping the mucosal and submucosal layers at the orifice edges and approximating the opposite walls, thus leading to macroscopic closure of the fistula opening. This method eliminates injury to surrounding tissues and allows for improved closure of the fistula. Additionally, the use of bowel rest immediately following the procedure helps to further promote mucosal healing. As the wound heals, the endoclips spontaneously fall off and are safely excreted through the GI tract.

Considerable literature exists reporting endoscopic closure of esophageal perforations using various combinations of clips, stents, fibrin glue, argon plasma electrocoagulation and percutaneous suturing. However, studies are limited on the application of endoclips to esophagopleural fistulas. To our knowledge, there are only 4 previously reported cases of EPF closure using endoclips. The first reported case used argon plasma coagulation (APC) in addition to endoclips to close an EPF that was 3 years old and 12mm in size. Successful closure required 4 sessions over 15 weeks. The second and third reported cases used endoclips alone to successfully close 2 EPF with mean age of 45.5 days after 1 session. The fourth case used APC, fibrin glue and endoclips to close an EPF that had been many years old and 8mm in size. Successful closure required 5 sessions over 3 weeks. The endoscopic clipping technique described in our study resulted in complete closure of acute benign esophagopleural fistulas in three patients after one session, as confirmed by Gastrografin esophagography.

The acute nature (mean age 12.7 days) and smaller diameter (mean size 4.7 mm) of our EPF likely contributed to successful closure using endoclips alone after only one session. Our results stress the importance of early detection and early intervention of EPF and introduce implications for deciding which fistulas are more appropriate candidates for endoclip placement alone versus the additional use of other techniques including APC and fibrin glue. Coagulation of the mucosal edges prior to clip placement was considered to be a critical step in the closure of 2 previously reported cases. These fistulas were of long duration and the tracts were likely epithelialized. Thus, direct relationships may exist between fistula size, fistula age and the need for coagulation to de-epithelialize the fistula prior to clip placement. Additionally, fistulas treated early, before the tract epithelializes, may not require coagulation, which merely serves to de-epithelialize the tract.

In summary, the endoscopic treatment of benign esophagopleural fistulas using clips promotes closure in a safe and effective manner and is a useful and less costly alternative to surgery. Additional studies are warranted to further evaluate the efficacy of using endoclips alone for fistulas of various sizes and ages and the necessity of additional techniques, especially argon plasma coagulation, prior to clip placement in select esophagopleural fistulas.
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Self-Expanding Stents in Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
Editor: Douglas Adler
Publisher: SLACK Inc. 2012
Price: $109.95

Self-Expanding Stents in Gastrointestinal Endoscopy is a multi-authored text on evidence-based use of self-expanding stents (SES) in adult gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy. This comprehensive text is divided into fourteen chapters including lists of references. The first thirteen chapters, organized by anatomical area of stenting, address the FDA-approved uses of various types of stents in benign and malignant pathology of the luminal GI tract (esophagus, stomach/duodenum, and colon) as well as the pancreaticobiliary tree. These include plastic, uncovered, partially covered, and fully covered self-expanding metal stents. Intra- and post-procedural complications of stent insertion and their management are also reviewed. The final chapter focuses on the future of SES in GI endoscopy specifically drug-eluting, biodegradable, and radioactive stents. Multiple tables are included which summarize studies, scoring systems, and features of most stents available in the US. The fluoroscopic and full color endoscopic images are of high quality and add visual appeal and depth to the text.

There is some repetition and redundancy with the discussion of stent insertion techniques and complications. However, this aspect does not take away from the quality of the book. In general, the text is concise and each chapter can be viewed as a stand-alone monograph on this particular topic.

Overall, I enjoyed reading this book. In my opinion, this all-in-one resource is a helpful guide to anything that pertains to SES for both trainees and practicing endoscopists of any skill level. I think it should be readily available as a reference text particularly in the GI endoscopy suite.

Rami El Abiad, MD
Assistant Professor of Medicine
University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics
Iowa City, IA

Autoimmune Hepatitis: A Guide for Practicing Clinicians
Editors: Gideon M. Hirschfield & E. Jenny Heathcote
Publisher: Humana Press, Springer
Price: $115-189 (Kindle edition $151.20)

This 243 page book, with 236 pages of text, images, figures, tables, and references, was written by an international collection of authors and experts as a clinical reference for providers caring for patients with autoimmune hepatitis. The structure of the book covers the major areas of concern in caring for patients with autoimmune hepatitis and each chapter concludes with a “chapter summary”, in addition to a section of “useful tips” and “common pitfalls” for practitioners, which reinforce key clinical issues.

This book, however, does not simply recite the standard approach to patient care of serologic testing, biopsy interpretation, and immunosuppression. Each chapter serves as a resource to elucidate the pathophysiology, immunology, and optimal management approaches in new patients, non-responders, children, overlap syndromes, or less frequent clinical scenarios, including pregnancy and liver transplantation.

Color figures and diagrams are nice additions to clarify basic science concepts and frequent tables and algorithms illustrate important management aspects and provide general guidelines to guide patient care. An additional feature is the “Immune response: A primer” appendix at the end of chapter one which provides a worthwhile immunology review for all clinicians and probably should be read first, if trying to understand basic immunology.

Admittedly, it was surprising that only one liver biopsy consistent with autoimmune hepatitis occurs in the book and this image is not in the diagnosis chapter. Such images are readily available, but this is only a minor critique.

An additional attribute of this book is the overall breadth that is covered by reading the book from cover to cover, which is quite easily done as the chapters are succinct and well written. Each chapter, however, also can be read in isolation, according to one’s interest or the clinical question that needs answering. The international approach also proves insightful as
European and American readers can benefit from the approach from “the other side of the pond” when trying to provide the best care in frequently challenging clinical scenarios. Overall, this book concisely summarizes the key issues and challenges in caring for patients with autoimmune hepatitis while serving as a valuable asset to each clinician.

M. Kyle Jensen, MD, MSc
Assistant Professor
Pediatric Gastroenterology/Hepatology and Liver Transplant
University of Utah
Salt Lake City

A Practical Guide to Reflux:
Causes, Consequences, and Care
Editor: John W. Birk
Publisher: Nova Biomedical 2012
ISBN 10: 1613249225
88 pages
Price: $52.00

This is a short well-referenced book that reads like a tome on the topic of esophageal reflux. In other words, this little book (81 pages including references) requires close attentiveness and possibly a great amount of caffeine to completely read through. In the end, it offers little over what many other better written books and more up to date articles already offer on the subject.

The book consists of four unevenly written chapters on gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). I gather from the editor and authors listed, that the primary GI faculty physician editor enlisted four of his gastroenterology fellows to write each of the chapters. The book is poorly edited resulting in each of the chapters providing duplicate information, written in inconsistent styles. I must compliment the author of the second chapter for writing a thorough and up-to-date chapter titled “Causes and Consequences of GERD.” This chapter is a concise review covering all of the essential information of GERD pathophysiology for gastroenterology fellows and for the practicing gastroenterologist who may need a brief refresher for board recertification. Unfortunately, even here, there are not enough diagrams or quality photographs to help cement the essential material into one’s memory. The other three chapters cover the incidence and epidemiology of GERD, diagnosis of GERD, and treatment of GERD. The authors of these chapters cover their titled topics too superficially and in an uneven manner for them to be worthwhile reading.

Overall, I cannot figure out who is the target audience for this book. It is too detailed to be relevant for medical students and internal medicine residents, yet it does not provide enough background information and pictorials to make it useful for GI fellows to read. Therefore, I cannot recommend this book, while I commend the GI fellow authors for at least making the effort in writing it.

Sherman M. Chamberlain, MD, FACP, AGAF, FACG
Associate Professor of Medicine
Medical Director, Endoscopy
Section of Gastroenterology and Hepatology
Georgia Health Sciences University
Augusta, GA

Clinical Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
Editors: GG Ginsberg, CJ Gostout, ML Kochman, ID Norton
Publisher: Elsevier Saunders 2012
ISBN No: 978-1-4377-1529-3
Book $246.36

This book provides a comprehensive review of endoscopy as it applies to clinical gastroenterology. The concise overview of clinical conditions in the introductory part of each chapter serves as a nice prelude to the endoscopy-centered portion of the text and makes for easy reading and assimilation. Brief tables and easy-to-follow figures, illustrations and diagrams enhance the text. The stature of the authors in the field of gastrointestinal endoscopy contributes to its strength. A main attraction of the book is its focus on descriptive endoscopic content, which is hard to find in other standard and traditional textbooks of gastroenterology. This aspect makes it a particularly helpful reference for gastroenterologists and endoscopists who seek answers to endoscopic “how to” as well as “why” questions. The
only other source of this kind of precious information is seasoned mentors in the endoscopy unit and thorough exchange of experiences with colleagues – both of which can be hard to find when needed the most.

By extension, this book is more ideally suited for inquisitive endoscopists who have already built a solid foundation on clinical endoscopy and wish to refine, or even vary, their practical endoscopic techniques and expand their endoscopic knowledge base. While this book would be ideal reading material for more advanced trainees toward the end of their training, it may be more challenging for gastroenterology trainees in the early stages of their training seeking to master the basics of endoscopy or for gastroenterologists with an interest only in basic clinical endoscopy.

A major highlight of this book is the complementary online access to the full text, videos and abstracts. In addition, all references can be found online only. Regrettably, we do not have access to this feature of the book, and therefore, we are not in a position to comment on its content.

Constantinos Anastassiades MD
Assistant Professor of Medicine

Amitabh Chak MD
Professor of Medicine

Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine
Cleveland, Ohio

Iron Physiology and Pathophysiology in Humans
Editors: Gregory J Anderson and Gordan D McLaren
Humana Press 2012
ISBN-10: 1603274847
Price: $222.93

My friends are always asking me why I find iron fun to study. One reason is that perhaps more than other field, iron physiology spans so many different spheres. Iron deficiency may be understood through the medical, nutritional and even public or global health context; improved iron therapies and fortification remain an important goal. Iron overload may result from inherited genetic disorders or long-term transfusions for acquired or congenital hematologic conditions; improved strategies for iron removal remain an important need. The interaction between iron and inflammation and infection positions it as a key immunologic player. Measurement of iron status utilizes rapidly evolving biochemical, hematologic, and radiologic studies. Pathways of regulation of mediators of iron metabolism have been understood through the prism of cell biology, forward genetics, and genetic epidemiology. The richness and diversity in this field are synthesized in Anderson and McLaren's Iron Physiology and Pathophysiology in Humans.

Many of the authorities in this field have contributed chapters. Section One of the textbook addresses cellular iron metabolism, addressing the mechanisms for iron storage and intracellular iron physiology. Section Two focuses on systemic iron metabolism, iron nutrition, intestinal iron absorption, plasma iron transport, systemic iron regulation, and interactions between iron and the reticuloendothelial and immune systems. The pathophysiology of iron deficiency and iron loading anaemia and the various iron overload disorders are addressed in the next two sections. The fifth section deals with the important topics of measurement of body iron stores, genetic testing for disorders of iron homeostasis, and iron chelation. The final section of the book deals with mammalian and other models for studying iron metabolism.

The chapters are well written and comprehensive, and are targeted for the sub-specialist audience. Information that would take the uninitiated days to assemble is neatly tabulated (for example, features of non-HFE hemochromatosis, clinical trials of deferasirox, murine models for studying hepcidin signaling). Several topics reappear in different chapters by different authors; this is both valuable (to observe how different researchers contextualize the same problem) and irritating (for the student who just wishes to see a topic covered once). True to its title, this is not the book for those seeking a clinical tome—for example, although there is detail on iron chelation, there is only scant attention to the rapidly evolving repertoire of oral and intravenous iron agents and iron fortificants, while MRI-based imaging techniques now critical for assessment of iron overload could have been addressed in more detail.

I wish I’d had this book just as I commenced my PhD – every student planning on a major, honors, masters, doctorate or post doctorate on a topic relating to iron
metabolism should find themselves a copy. It will also help investigators update themselves on topics outside their immediate area of focus. Gastroenterologists, hematologists, nephrologists and other internists may find this book useful to provide valuable physiologic insights; although it may not cover their clinical questions. But I’ll be clutching onto my copy!

Dr. Sant-Rayn Pasricha
NHMRC CJ Martin Early Career Fellow
Nossal Institute for Global Health
Faculty of Medicine, Dentistry and Health Sciences
University of Melbourne; and Haematologist,
State Thalassaemia Service,
Monash Medical Centre, Clayton
Victoria Australia

George B. Smallfield, MD, MSPH
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Division of Gastroenterology

Gut Instincts: A Clinician’s Handbook of Digestive and Liver Diseases
Editors: Eric Esrailian
Publisher: Slack Incorporated 2012
Price: $49.95

There are few quick reference books focused on gastroenterology and hepatology. Gut Instincts is a pocket guide that has an ambitious goal to become an efficient quick reference for topics frequently encountered in gastroenterology and hepatology. The book’s authors combine evidence from clinical trials with expert opinions throughout the book. The book is an information-dense read spanning 324 pages. The level and depth of information would best benefit learners in gastroenterology or would be a quick reference for a busy practitioner.

The book is organized into four sections that are divided into chapters focused on common problems. This organization helps make Gut Instincts a good quick reference book. Each chapter is short, ranging from 6 to 12 pages. Within the text, each section is marked with clearly distinct titles allowing the reader to quickly hone to the information they seek. The many tables and diagrams are clear and convey information efficiently. At the end of each section, there is a “Gut Instincts” section that highlights a few important points that the author deems most important.

I recommend Gut Instincts as a good pocket resource for medical students and residents on a gastroenterology rotation or as a good review for fellows or practitioners in gastroenterology. The book effectively achieves its goal of being an efficient reference without becoming an encyclopedic textbook.

George B. Smallfield, MD, MSPH
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Division of Gastroenterology

John Pohl, M.D., Book Editor, is on the Editorial Board of Practical Gastroenterology
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Lymphoma Risk in Children with Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Due to the early age of immune suppression exposure in children with inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), there is concern that such medication may lead to an increased risk of malignancy. This possibility is especially concerning as there is an increased risk of hepatosplenic T-cell lymphoma in children with IBD in young males who are receiving thiopurines with or without the addition of anti-tumor necrosis factor (TNF) antibodies.

The authors of this study retrospectively evaluated a large IBD data set over a 30-year period to determine actual patient risk. This study was comprised of 1560 study subjects from 1979 to 2009 who were treated at a single-pediatric tertiary care center with expertise in IBD. Follow-up time of all patients after an initial diagnosis of IBD was calculated in months up until their current visit or until they left the practice. The amount of time of treatment for IBD for all medication classes, including thiopurines and anti-TNF antibodies was also calculated.

In order to determine medication risk, “Patient-years taking medications” was used to determine the total number of years that patients were treated with specific medical therapies. “Patient-years observed” was used to determine the aggregate number of months a patient was exposed to a specific medical therapy.

In total, 1374 patient charts qualified for analysis. There was a mean follow-up of 4.8 ± 3.4 years per patient with 58% of patients having Crohn disease, 39% having ulcerative colitis, and 3% having inflammatory bowel disease unclassified. A thiopurine agent was used in 61% of patients, and 22% of patients were treated with an anti-TNF antibody. When all patients were considered, only 2 cases of lymphoma were identified in follow up visits. Both patients were males (12 and 18 years of age), and both were receiving thiopurine treatment. Both patients were treated with chemotherapy and were alive after treatment. A third patient receiving thiopurine therapy was diagnosed with EBV-related hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis, and the disease was successfully treated with discontinuation of the thiopurine. This data helped determine a risk of two lymphomas per 2574 patient-years if patients were actually taking this medication, and a risk of two lymphomas per 4441 patient-years if a patient had ever taken a thiopurine. The absolute incidence rate of lymphoma in children receiving thiopurines was 3 per 10,000 patient-years. Of note, no lymphomas were noted in any patient receiving anti-TNF antibody therapy. This absolute incidence was compared to the National Cancer Institute Surveillance Epidemiology and End Results database which showed an incidence lymphoma rate of all children 19 years or younger of 4.5 per 10,000 patient-years in children receiving thiopurines and of 0.58 per 10,000 patient-years in all children.

This study suggests that the risk of lymphoma development was low in this study in a manner similar to other studies although the results were not statistically significant. There appears to be a slight risk of lymphoma development in children with IBD receiving thiopurines in which the causes (such as genetic risk factors) need to be further elucidated.


Another Antibiotic as a Motility Agent in Children?

Antibiotics, such as erythromycin, are used as gastric motility agents. Minimal therapies are available to enhance small bowel motility. Amoxicillin / clavulanate (A/C) is known to cause diarrhea as a side effect, and it may be a potential therapy to induce small bowel motility. The authors of this study attempted to study the effect of A/C on small bowel motility in children.

Consecutive, scheduled patients being tested with antroduodenal manometry (ADM) participated in this study. The test dose for A/C was given as 20mg/kg amoxicillin and 1mg/kg clavulanate per kilogram. Patients were split into “Group A” in which A/C was given one hour after a meal followed by ADM testing and “Group B” in which A/C was given one hour before a meal followed by ADM testing. In total, 20 patients participated in the study, and all patients had spontaneous phase III duodenal contractions of the migrating motor complex. However, only 2 of the 10 patients in Group A developed phase III contractions compared to 9 of 10 patients in Group B. Both groups had development of a phase III contraction within 8.8 ± 6.7 minutes of A/C administration. Most patients had a phase III duodenal contraction after an antral contraction during fasting; however, no such effect was
seen after A/C administration.

This study suggests that A/C has potential as a small bowel motility agent, and it may have a potential benefit when combined with erythromycin. This study is small and will require larger, placebo-controlled verification although the results are promising. It is unknown what effect A/C use would have on bacterial drug resistance or development of *Clostridium difficile* infection.


**Gastroparesis in Children**

Gastroparesis is known to occur in children. However, its prevalence in the pediatric population and its etiology are poorly defined. The authors of this study identified all cases of pediatric gastroparesis over a 6-year period at a tertiary academic children’s hospital. All patients were diagnosed with gastroparesis by gastric scintigraphy, and the causes of gastroparesis as well as the response to medications were reviewed.

In total, 239 pediatric patients were identified with gastroparesis as defined by the study’s inclusion criteria. Male and female patients were affected equally, and the mean patient age was 7.9 ± 5.9 years. Female patients presented with symptoms later in life (mean 9 ± 5.9 years) compared to males (6.7 ± 5.7 years) with the most common symptom of both genders being abdominal pain and vomiting. There was no difference in the mean age of those children presenting with mild, moderate, or severe delay in either liquid or solid emptying.

Most patients were treated with a combination of erythromycin (76.6%) and dietary changes (74%) although metoclopramide, tegaserod, and azithromycin also were utilized. A small percentage of patients received cisapride, antihistamines, anti-emetics, and tricyclic antidepressants as part their care. Enteral feeds and total parenteral nutrition were utilized in 26% of patients. No patients received intra-pyloric botulinum toxin injections or gastric pacing.

Idiopathic gastroparesis was the most common cause of symptoms, occurring equally among both genders (70%). Drug side effects were the second most common cause of gastroparesis (18%) although narcotic use in this study population was low (2%). Post-surgical causes, often associated with fundoplication, was the third most common cause (12.5%). Patients showed statistical improvement of symptoms during the mean follow up of 24 months, although significantly more girls complained of abdominal pain between the first and last clinical encounter.

This study has described the clinical presentation of pediatric gastroparesis by evaluating a large number of patients in a retrospective manner. In particular, idiopathic gastroparesis was the most common etiology, and narcotic use was only rarely involved as a cause of symptoms. Most patients had improvement of symptoms over time, and intrapyloric botulinum toxin injection was not used as a treatment modality. This study provides interesting clinical data necessitating prospective trials for medical therapy in this patient population.


John Pohl, M.D., Book Editor, is on the Editorial Board of *Practical Gastroenterology*
Changes in Risk For Colorectal Cancer in IBD
To determine the relative risk (RR), CRC risk in a nationwide cohort of 47,374 Danish patients with IBD, study was carried out over a 30-year period. Poisson Regression-Derived Incidence Rate Ratios of CRC from one year after IBD diagnosis, adjusted for age, sex, and calendar time was determined.

Incidence of CRC among patients with IBD versus individuals without IBD was compared.

During 178,000,000 person/year of followup evaluation, 268 patients with UC and 70 patients with CD developed CRC. The overall risk of CRC among patients with UC was comparable with that of the general population (RR 1.07). However, patients diagnosed with UC in childhood or in adolescence, those with long duration of disease, and those with concomitant PSC were at an increased risk.

For patients with UC, the overall RR for CRC decreased from 1.34 in 1979 to 1998 to 0.57 in 1999 to 2008. Among patients with CD, the overall RR for CRC was 0.85, which did not change over time.

It was concluded that a diagnosis of UC or CD no longer seems to increase patient’s risk of CRC, although subgroups of patients with UC remain at increased risk. The decreasing risk for CRC from 1979 to 2008 might result from improved therapies for patients with IBD.

Seroprevalence of HBV DNA with Mutation After Complete Vaccination
Despite the success of a universal vaccination program against HBV in Taiwan, a small, but substantial proportion of individuals remain infected by mutant viruses that escape the vaccine. To investigate the seroepidemiology, HBsAg, antibody to hepatitis B core antigen (anti-HBC), and antibody to hepatitis B surface antigen (anti-HBS), in 1214 serum samples collected throughout Taiwan from individuals 0.6 to 87 years old were measured.

HBV DNA was detected using PCR and sequence analysis in vaccine recipients who tested positive for anti-HBC and/or HBsAg.

The overall seroprevalence of HBsAg and anti-HBC was significantly lower among individuals born after the initiation of the nationwide vaccination program. However, increasing seroprevalence of anti-HBC and isolated anti-HBS was noted when subjects were grouped by age at 10 to 14, 14 to 18, and 18 to 21 years of age. Values were 0.4%, 1.9%, and 8.1%, respectively. A large increase was observed in the percentage of patients who tested positive for HBV DNA at 18 to 21 years of age (3% versus 0.2%), for all eligible subjects and 5 were at 0.7% versus 0.3% for subjects vaccinated with 3 doses. Five of eight completely vaccinated individuals who were seropositive for HBV DNA carried variants with mutations in the S-gene.

It was concluded that universal vaccination effectively controls HBV infection in children and adolescents, but after adolescence, there is a significant increase in seroprevalence of anti-HBS and anti-HBC, and HBV DNA indicating that new preventive strategies are needed for adults.


Albumin Infusion in Large-Volume Abdominal Paracentesis
To determine whether morbidity and mortality differ between patients receiving albumin versus alternative treatment, a meta-analysis was carried out, including randomized trials, evaluating albumin infusion in patients with tense ascites. Primary end points were post paracentesis circulatory dysfunction, hyponatremia, and mortality.

Computer searches of bibliographic and abstract databases and the Cochrane Library were carried out and results were quantitatively combined under a fixed effects model. Seventeen trials with 1,225 total patients were included. There was no evidence of heterogeneity or publication bias.

Compared with alternative treatments, albumin reduced the incidence of post-paracentesis circulatory dysfunction (OR 0.39). Significant reductions in that complication by albumin was also shown in a subgroup analyses versus each of the other volume expanders tested. The occurrence of hyponatremia was also decreased by albumin, compared with alternative

(continued on page 78)
treatments (OR 0.58). In addition, mortality was lower in patients receiving albumin in alternative treatments (OR 0.64).

This meta-analysis provides evidence that albumin reduces morbidity and mortality among patients with tense ascites undergoing large volume paracentesis, compared with alternative treatments investigated thus far.


C. Difficile and Relationship to PPI Use
To perform a systematic review of incident and recurrent Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) in proton pump users (PPI), and to evaluate the relative impact of concurrent antibiotic use or switching acid suppression to histamine-2 receptor antagonists (H2RAs), a meta-analysis was carried out through December 2011 with reports on the risk of CDI, with and without PPI use.

Forty-two observational studies, including 313,000 participants were utilized. Pooled analysis of 39 studies showed a statistically significant association between PPI use and risk of developing CDI, with an odds ratio (OR) of 1.74, compared with nonusers. A pooled analysis of three studies showed a significant associated risk of recurrent CDI associated with PPIs (OR 2.51). Subgroup analysis failed to fully clarify the source of the substantial statistical heterogeneity.

Adjusted indirect comparison demonstrated the use of H2RAs as an alternative, carried a lower risk (OR 0.71), compared with PPIs. Concomitant use of PPI and antibiotics conferred a greater risk (OR 1.96), above that of PPIs alone.

It was concluded that there was substantial statistical and clinical heterogeneity, but findings indicated probable association between PPI use and incident and recurrent CDI, further increased by concomitant use of antibiotics, whereas H2RAs may be less harmful.


Hypertriglyceridemia/Pancreatitis, Statins, and Fibrate Therapy
To investigate associations between statins or fibrate therapy and incident pancreatitis in large, randomized trials, literature searches of MEDLINE EMBASE and Web of Science were carried out from January 1, 1994 and January 1, 1972 for statin and fibrate trials, respectively, through June 9, 2012.

Published pancreatic data was tabulated where available (6 trials). Unpublished data was obtained from investigators (22 trials).

Randomized controlled cardiovascular end-point trials investigating effects of statin therapy or fibrate therapy were included and studies with more than 1000 participants followed up for more than one year were included.

Trial-specific data described numbers of participants developing pancreatitis and change in triglyceride levels at one year periods. Trial-specific risk ratios (RRs), were calculated and combined using random effects model meta-analysis. Between studies, heterogeneity was assessed using the I2 statistic.

In 16 placebo-controlled and standard care-controlled statin trials with 113,800 participants conducted over a weighted mean followup of 4.1 years, 309 participants developed pancreatitis (134 assigned to statin, 175 assigned to control – RR 0.77). In five dose comparison statin trials with 39,614 participants conducted over 4.8 years, 156 participants developed pancreatitis (70 assigned to intensive dose, 86 assigned to moderate dose – RR 0.82).

Combined results of all 21 statin trials provided RR 0.79. In seven fibrate trials with 40,162 participants conducted over 5.3 years, 144 participants developed pancreatitis (84 assigned to fibrate therapy, 60 assigned to placebo – RR 1.39).

In a pooled analysis of randomized trial data, use of statin therapy was associated with lower risk of pancreatitis in patients with normal or mildly elevated triglyceride levels.


Serum Ferritin Elevations in Chronic Hepatitis C
A comprehensive analysis of the role of serum ferritin and its genetic determinants was carried out in the
pathogenesis and treatment of chronic hepatitis C (CHC). Serum ferritin levels at baseline of therapy with PEG Interferon and Ribavirin on or before biopsy were correlated with clinical and histologic features of HCV infection, including necroinflammatory activity (N = 970), fibrosis (N = 980), steatosis (N = 886), and response to treatment (N = 876).

The association between high serum ferritin levels and the endpoints were assessed by logistic regression. The serum ferritin was one of the strongest pretreatment predictors of treatment failure (OR = 0.45). The association remained highly significant in a multivariate analysis (OR = 0.35), with OR comparable to that of IL28B genotype.

Serum ferritin levels were also independently associated with severe liver fibrosis (OR = 2.67), and steatosis (OR = 2.29), but not to necroinflammatory activity. Genetic variations had only a limited impact on serum ferritin levels.

It was concluded in patients with CHC, elevated serum ferritin levels are independently associated with advanced liver fibrosis, hepatic steatosis, and poor response to Interferon Alfa-based therapy.


Complications Associated with Treatment of Inflammatory Bowel Disease

To analyze the safety of long-term Infliximab treatment with/without concomitant immunomodulators across Crohn’s disease (CD), and ulcerative colitis (UC), clinical trials, primary safety data was pooled across 10 CD or UC trials, contributing data from patients who received intravenous Infliximab 5 or 10 mg/kg (N = 1713); azathioprine or placebo (N = 406), with or without azathioprine. Pooled incidences and 95% confidence intervals (CI) were determined for mortality, infection, and malignancy.

No increase in infections was observed. There were serious infections or malignancy with Infliximab versus placebo in these patients with IBD. In patients with UC but not CD, immunomodulator treatment versus treatment without immunomodulator yielded a higher incidence of infection (120.07 per 100 patient years versus 92.47 per 100 patient years).

Among placebo-treated patients with CD but not UC, those with immunomodulator use demonstrated a higher incidence of malignancy (1.84 per 100 patient years). Mortality and infection-related mortality appeared unaffected by Infliximab or immunomodulator treatment.

It was concluded that Infliximab treatment of IBD did not appear to affect incidences of infection, mortality, or malignancy.

Immunomodulator treated UC patients demonstrated a higher incidence of infection and immunomodulator plus placebo-treated Crohn’s disease patients demonstrated a higher incidence of malignancy.


PEG Interferon-Associated Retinopathy in HCV With Hypertension

To investigate the frequency and clinical significance of retinopathy during therapy with Peg-Ifna and ribavirin in 97 consecutive HCV patients, overall, 54 (55.7%) and 43 (44.3%) with PEG-Interferon 2A and 2B, respectively, ophthalmologic examination was performed before therapy (baseline), at 3 and 6 months of therapy and 3 months after the end of therapy. Overall, 30.9% of patients developed retinopathy as defined by the presence of cotton wool spots and/or retinal hemorrhages.

Variables significantly associated with retinopathy during treatment were age, metabolic syndrome, hypertension, cryoglobulinemia, and preexisting intraocular lesions at baseline. By multivariate analysis, the only variable independently associated with PEG Interferon-associated retinopathy was hypertension (HR 4.9). The frequency of retinopathy was significantly higher in hypertensive patients versus those without hypertension at 18.5% vs. 5.7% at baseline, 15.7% versus 19% at 3 months, and 32% vs. 6.2% at 6 months.

In one hypertensive patient (1.1%), who developed bilateral branch retinal vein occlusion at 6 months,
the therapy was discontinued. A cost analysis showed that screening for PEG Interferon Alfa-associated retinopathy was cost-effective as compared with TSH screening.

It was concluded that retinopathy is frequent during treatment with PEG Interferon-Alfa and ribavirin, especially in hypertensive patients who may develop serious complications. Screening for retinopathy should be recommended for those patients.


Colorectal Carcinoma With IBD From 1998 to 2010

To calculate the incidence and standardizing mortality ratios of CRC among adult individuals with intact colons using Kaiser Permanente of Northern California’s database of members with IBD and general membership data for the period of 1998 to June 2010, and to include trends in medication use and rates of cancer detection over time, 29 cancers were identified among patients with CD and 53 with UC.

Overall, the incidence rates of cancers among individuals with CD, UC, or in the general membership were 75, 76, and 47.1, respectively per 100,000 person-years. In the general population, the incidence of CRC was 21% higher from 2007 to 2010 than in 1998 to 2001, coincident with the growth of CRC screening programs. The incidence of CRC among individuals with CD or UC was 60% higher than in the general population. During 1998 to 2008, the standardized mortality ratio for CRC in individuals with CD was 2.3 and 2.0 in individuals with UC over the study period.

Antitumor necrosis factor agents replaced other therapy for CD and UC; the rate of colonoscopy increased by 33% among patients with CD and decreased by 9% in those with UC.

It was concluded that from 1998 to 2010, the incidence of CRC in patients with IBD was 60% higher than in the general population and essentially stable over time.


HCV Reinfection and Superinfection

To evaluate reinfection and superinfection during treatment for recent HCV, the Australian Trial in Acute Hepatitis C (ATAHC), that was a prospective study of the natural history and treatment of recent HCV, defined superinfection by detection of infection with an HCV strain distinct from the primary strain in the setting of spontaneous or treatment-induced viral suppression.

Among 163 patients, 111 were treated and 79% had treatment-induced viral suppression and 60% achieved SVR. Following treatment-induced viral suppression, recurrence was observed in 19%, including 12 with relapse and 5 with reinfection. Among 52 untreated patients, 58% had SVR and recurrence was observed in 10%, including 2 with reinfection. Following reinfection, ALT levels greater than 1.5 times the upper limits of normal were observed in 71% (5 of 7). Among 37 with persistence, superinfection was observed in 16% (3 of 19) of those treated, 17% (3 of 18), of those untreated.

In adjusted analysis, reinfection/superinfection occurred more often in participants with poorer social functioning and more often in those with ongoing injecting drug use (IDU).

It was concluded that reinfection and superinfection can occur during treatment of recent HCV and are associated with poor social functioning and ongoing IDU. ALT levels may be a useful clinical marker of reexposure.

FDA Approves Ferring’s PREPOPIK™ (sodium picosulfate, magnesium oxide, and anhydrous citric acid) For Colonoscopy Prep

New Low-Volume Regimen With 10 Ounces of Prep Solution

PARSIPPANY, N.J PRNewswire/ -- The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) granted Ferring Pharmaceuticals Inc. approval to market PREPOPIK (sodium picosulfate, magnesium oxide, and anhydrous citric acid) for oral solution indicated for cleansing of the colon as a preparation for colonoscopy in adults. PREPOPIK is a low-volume, orange-flavored, dual-acting, stimulant and osmotic laxative. The FDA approval is based on data from two pivotal Phase III non-inferiority studies in which PREPOPIK was compared to 2L PEG+E plus 2x 5-mg bisacodyl tablets.

In both studies, PREPOPIK achieved the primary endpoint (successful colon cleansing based on the Aronchick Scale), demonstrating non-inferiority to the comparator [Study 1: 84.2% v. 74.4%; Study 2: 83.0% v. 79.7%].(1) Additionally, PREPOPIK demonstrated statistical superiority in cleansing of the colon versus the comparator.(1)

The most common (>1%) adverse reactions in Study 1 possibly or probably related to PREPOPIK (n=305) versus the study comparator (n=298) were nausea (2.6% v. 3.7%), headache (1.6% v. 1.7%) and vomiting (1.0% v. 3.4%).(1) The most common (>1%) adverse reactions in Study 2 were possibly or probably related to PREPOPIK (n=296) versus the comparator (n=302) were nausea (3.0% v. 4.3%), headache (2.7% v. 1.7%) and vomiting (1.4% v. 2.0%).(1)

Once commercially available, PREPOPIK will be the lowest volume active ingredient colon preparation available – with 10 ounces of prep solution.

Colon cancer is the third most common cancer and second leading cause of cancer death in the United States.(2) Colonoscopies have been shown to help reduce the incidence of colon cancer and deaths associated with the disease.(3,4) Complete visualization of the bowel is needed to conduct a thorough colonoscopy to identify precancerous lesions and diagnose other gastrointestinal disorders.(5) Aversion to bowel prep solutions, including the substantial liquid volume, has been recognized as a key barrier to completion of essential colonoscopy prep regimens.(3)

“Successful bowel prep is critical for gastroenterologists to clearly see any polyps or abnormalities, yet the sheer volume of prep solutions can prevent patients from adequately completing their prep regimens, leading to suboptimal visualization of the colon,” said Dr. Douglas K. Rex, Director of Endoscopy at Indiana University Hospital; and Professor, Department of Medicine, Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology, University of Indiana School of Medicine.

PREPOPIK is approved with two dosing options. Preferably, it can be given as the American College of Gastroenterology (ACG)-recommended split-dose taken in the evening before and on the morning of the procedure.(1) Recommended by the ACG as the optimal way to prepare for colonoscopy, split-dosing has been shown to improve cleansing quality given its greater proximity to procedure time and appears to have higher compliance due to better tolerability of the liquid volume.(6) Day-before dosing is an alternative regimen for patients for whom split-dosing is inappropriate, accounting for colonoscopy scheduling, distance traveled, and other personal circumstances.

“Ferring has a strong global GI presence and with this approval, we are very pleased to introduce PREPOPIK as our first gastroenterology product in the United States,” said Aaron Graff, President & COO, Ferring Pharmaceuticals Inc. “Colonoscopy rates are lower than the target set forth by public health initiatives to detect and prevent colorectal cancer. Adults who have avoided getting screened may benefit from this effective regimen with the lowest active ingredient volume of any FDA-approved bowel prep.”

About PREPOPIK

The FDA approval of PREPOPIK marks Ferring Gastroenterology’s first entry into the gastrointestinal market in the U.S. Approved since 1980 outside of the U.S., PREPOPIK has been used by 28.8 million patients globally based on post-marketing experience.(7) The company is committed to growing a U.S. franchise focused on helping people suffering from long-term and debilitating gastrointestinal problems. Ferring has a long history in the international gastroenterology market, where PREPOPIK is available in Canada (marketed under the name PICO-SALAX®, U.K., and other countries (marketed under the names PICOLAX® and PICOPREP® in various other countries).

About Ferring Pharmaceuticals Inc.

Ferring Pharmaceuticals Inc. is a subsidiary of Ferring Pharmaceuticals, a privately owned, international pharmaceutical company. Ferring Pharmaceuticals
specializes in the research, development and commercialization of compounds in general and pediatric endocrinology, gastroenterology, infertility, obstetrics/gynecology, orthopaedics and urology. For more information, call 1-888-FERRING (1-888-337-7464); visit www.FerringUSA.com or www.PREPOPIK.com

All registered trademarks above are owned by Ferring B.V. Contact: Rebecca Westelman Burson-Marsteller 212-614-4262 Rebecca.Westelman@bm.com
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COLONOSCOPY SCREENING MARKEDLY REDUCES COLORECTAL CANCER INCIDENCE AND DEATH

Swiss study shows that colonoscopy with polypectomy significantly reduces colorectal cancer incidence and mortality in the general population

OAK BROOK, Ill. – A study from researchers in Switzerland found that colonoscopy with polypectomy significantly reduces colorectal cancer incidence and colorectal cancer-related death in the general population. A total of 12 colorectal cancer cases were identified in the screening group of 1,912 patients and 213 cases of colorectal cancer were found in the non-screened group of 20,774 patients. One of the 12 persons of the screened individuals with a colorectal cancer and 51 of the 213 persons of the non-screened individuals with a colorectal cancer died because of their cancers. The study appears in the July issue of GIE: Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, the monthly peer-reviewed scientific journal of the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE).

Colorectal cancer (CRC) has a very high incidence in Switzerland as well as in other European countries and is the second most frequent cause of cancer-related deaths in Europe. It is detected in approximately 413,000 people in Europe every year, half of whom die because of the disease. Therefore a need exists for efficient strategies for prevention and early detection of CRC. Colonoscopy with the possibility of an immediate polypectomy is a recommended and preferred screening method because polyps (growths in the colon) can turn into cancer over the course of years to decades. Removing polyps during a colonoscopy prevents that polyp from becoming cancerous.

“In contrast to earlier CRC screening studies that used colonoscopy, this population-based closed cohort observational study aimed to obtain complete and comparable data on CRC incidence and CRC-related mortality after a single screening colonoscopy compared with no screening, while taking into account the potential differences in risk profiles between the screened and non-screened participants,” said study lead author Urs A. Marbet, Cantonal Hospital of Uri, Altldorf, Switzerland. “We found that colorectal cancer screening by colonoscopy markedly reduces not only the incidence of colorectal cancer, but also cancer-related death. We are unaware of any other long-term prospective study assessing the role of colonoscopy screening for the reduction of colorectal cancer incidence and mortality in a well-defined, population-based setting under real-life conditions.”

Methods

The researchers’ objective was to compare the incidence of and mortality from CRC among individuals screened by colonoscopy and non-screened individuals. The study involved 1,912 screened patients and 20,774 non-screened control participants. It was a closed cohort study in a population-based setting in a precisely defined area with a low level of population migration (a mainly rural area of Switzerland) from June 1, 2000 to June 1, 2001. Colonoscopies were performed by 11 board-certified gastroenterologists, including three local gastroenterologists who were supported by 10 gastroenterology trainees from the University Hospitals of Basel and Zurich; each of the trainees had performed at least 200 procedures. Study participants were aged 50 to 80 years old.

CRC cases in this closed cohort study were prospectively collected during the screening period of one year and the follow-up period of six years (June 1, 2001 to May 31, 2007). The main outcome
measurements included follow-up data that were corrected for negligible migration balance in the area, and included tumor characteristics and risk or protective factors, age and sex, participation in general health screening examinations, history of CRC in a first-degree relative, smoking status, body mass index, frequency of sports activity, eating habits, and patients’ professions. Colorectal cancer and cancer-related death was recorded for all participants. Statistical comparisons were made between the screened and non-screened patient groups.

Results
Polyps were found in 565 of the 1,912 screened individuals (29.6 percent), including 374 persons (19.6 percent) with adenomas (precancerous polyps) by histology. All polyps found during colonoscopy were removed during the procedure, except for very small lesions in the rectum, or later by surgery (surgical polyp removal occurred in seven cases -- 0.36 percent). Overall, 1,279 polyps were removed. Colorectal cancer incidence was significantly reduced by colonoscopy screening. Overall, 225 colorectal cancers were detected. A total of 12 CRC cases were found in the screened group (0.6 percent of the screened persons), including one which was found during follow-up 60 months after the initial screening (0.05 percent of screened persons). In the non-screened group, there were 213 cases of CRC (1.0 percent). None of the non-screened patients, of whom five presented with synchronous cancers, and none of the persons who had been excluded from screening, had previously undergone a colonoscopy.

A total of 72 percent of the screened-group cancers (66.7 percent including the one detected during follow-up) and 19.7 percent of the cancers in the control group were at Tumor (T) stage one or two. One of the 12 persons of the screened individuals with a colorectal cancer and 51 of the 213 persons of the non-screened individuals with a colorectal cancer died because of their cancers. Colorectal cancer–associated mortality was clearly lower in the screened group. The risk profile in the screened group was comparable to that in the general population. Risk factors such as lifestyle, smoking, and body mass index, as well as family history, were similar in both groups. “Blue-collar workers” had a higher incidence of CRC compared with “white-collar workers.” The risk factors identified for CRC were a positive family history and smoking. The researchers noted that possible limitations of the study included the relatively low number of participants, confounding factors related to the ethnicity of the subjects, and that it was a non-randomized study.

The researchers found in this closed cohort study a substantial reduction in the incidence of colorectal cancer and colorectal cancer–related mortality in a sample of asymptomatic individuals undergoing a single colonoscopy screening compared with non-screened individuals.

About the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy
Since its founding in 1941, the American Society for Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ASGE) has been dedicated to advancing patient care and digestive health by promoting excellence and innovation in gastrointestinal endoscopy. ASGE, with more than 12,000 members worldwide, promotes the highest standards for endoscopic training and practice, fosters endoscopic research, recognizes distinguished contributions to endoscopy, and is the foremost resource for endoscopic education. Visit www.asge.org and www.screen4coloncancer.org for more information and to find a qualified doctor in your area.

About Endoscopy
Endoscopy is performed by specially-trained physicians called endoscopists using the most current technology to diagnose and treat diseases of the gastrointestinal tract. Using flexible, thin tubes called endoscopes, endoscopists are able to access the human digestive tract without incisions via natural orifices. Endoscopes are designed with high-intensity lighting and fitted with precision devices that allow viewing and treatment of the gastrointestinal system.
Endoscopic Therapy is an Effective Treatment for Chronic Pancreatitis, Pitt Researchers Find

PITTSBURGH, PA – Endoscopic therapy was found to be effective for patients with chronic pancreatitis, according to researchers at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, whose findings appear in the July issue of the Journal of Clinical Gastroenterology and Hepatology.

Chronic pancreatitis is a progressive inflammatory disease characterized by abdominal pain and permanent damage to the pancreas. Pain associated with the condition is often a result of pancreatic duct obstruction from stones or strictures. Endoscopic therapy is a minimally invasive procedure to treat these obstructions, alleviating the pressure in the pancreatic duct and ensuring adequate drainage of pancreatic secretions.

The researchers analyzed data on 146 patients enrolled in the North American Pancreatitis Study-2 to assess the utilization, effectiveness and long-term clinical outcomes of endoscopic therapy and surgery in patients with chronic pancreatitis compared with those who were managed medically.

Abdominal pain, the most debilitating symptom for those with the disease, was present in two-thirds of patients, with over half of those describing the pain as constant and requiring daily narcotics. Among study participants, 58 percent underwent endoscopic therapy, 33 percent were managed medically and 9 percent had surgery prior to the study. Of those who had endoscopic therapy, 33 percent later had surgery.

“Among those who were treated with endoscopic therapy, more than half had complete or partial long-term clinical success. Compared with those managed medically, patients undergoing endoscopic therapy were more symptomatic before treatment and had more complex disease. Of those patients who failed to improve after endoscopic therapy, half experienced good clinical outcomes following subsequent surgery,” said Dhiraj Yadav, M.D., M.P.H., lead author and associate professor of medicine in the Division of Gastroenterology, Hepatology and Nutrition at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.

In addition, researchers found that the patients who responded to endoscopic therapy had the treatment sooner after diagnosis than those who didn’t respond to the therapy. This finding suggests that a degree of irreversibility develops as the disease progresses and may indicate a role for endoscopic or surgical intervention early in the disease course.

“Based on these findings, we propose a stepwise approach for managing chronic pancreatitis, starting with medical management. When indicated, patients should be considered for endoscopic therapy early in the disease course,” said Dr. Yadav. “A multidisciplinary, proactive approach is critical to controlling symptoms and disease progression in an effective, safe and lasting manner.”

Co-authors of the study are Bridger Clarke, M.D., Adam Slivka, M.D., Ph.D., Yutaka Tomizawa, M.D., Michael Sanders, M.D., Georgios Papachristou, M.D., and David Whitcomb, M.D., Ph.D., all from the University of Pittsburgh.

About the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine

As one of the nation’s leading academic centers for biomedical research, the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine integrates advanced technology with basic science across a broad range of disciplines in a continuous quest to harness the power of new knowledge and improve the human condition. Driven mainly by the School of Medicine and its affiliates, Pitt has ranked among the top 10 recipients of funding from the National Institutes of Health since 1997. In rankings recently released by the National Science Foundation, Pitt ranked fifth among all American universities in total federal science and engineering research and development support.

Likewise, the School of Medicine is equally committed to advancing the quality and strength of its medical and graduate education programs, for which it is recognized as an innovative leader, and to training highly skilled, compassionate clinicians and creative scientists well-equipped to engage in world-class research. The School of Medicine is the academic partner of UPMC, which has collaborated with the University to raise the standard of medical excellence in Pittsburgh and to position health care as a driving force behind the region’s economy. For more information about the School of Medicine, see www.medschool.pitt.edu
Prometheus Launches New Monitoring Test To Help Guide Inflammatory Bowel Disease Management

**PROMETHEUS Anser™ IFX designed to help identify potential causes for loss of treatment response among IBD patients using infliximab**

SAN DIEGO, PRNewswire – Prometheus Laboratories Inc., a specialty pharmaceutical and diagnostic company, announced today the market launch of its proprietary new generation monitoring test, PROMETHEUS Anser IFX. This test measures drug (infliximab) and drug antibody levels in one sample among inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients using infliximab – helping physicians identify potential causes for loss of treatment response and helping to guide patient management decisions. This is the first commercial test utilizing Prometheus' proprietary homogenous mobility shift assay (HMSA) platform technology. Prometheus intends to use this platform for subsequent introductions of additional tests targeted to other biologic agents being used to treat a variety of autoimmune diseases.

The Crohn's and Colitis Foundation of America estimates that approximately 1.4 million Americans suffer from IBD. Approximately 50% of IBD patients using infliximab may eventually experience a loss of treatment response during their treatment. For some patients, this loss of treatment response may be the result of insufficient infliximab levels. For others, the loss may be due to the development of antibodies to infliximab (ATI). If the loss of treatment response is due to the development of ATI, increasing the infliximab dose – the most common first step for physicians – may be less effective than switching to another treatment agent. PROMETHEUS Anser IFX test was verified with more than 3,000 IBD clinical patient samples.

"The need for PROMETHEUS Anser IFX is high, and its availability marks the latest milestone in our continuing commitment to significant advancements in personalized medicine for gastroenterologists, patients and healthcare providers," said Joseph M. Limber, President and Chief Executive Officer of Prometheus. "PROMETHEUS Anser IFX provides significant value to the IBD patient using infliximab and his or her treating physician – potentially saving time and effort in guiding treatment decisions when response to infliximab is lost."

**About IBD**

IBD, including Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis, is a chronic inflammatory condition of the intestinal tract. Symptoms of the disease may include diarrhea, abdominal pain, fever and rectal bleeding. Patients may require long-term medical care, including hospitalizations, surgeries and therapeutics. The condition can be difficult to diagnose and manage clinically while consuming a substantial amount of healthcare resources in terms of physician time, procedures and medications.

**About Infliximab**

Infliximab belongs to a class of drugs called tumor necrosis factor (TNF) blockers. TNF blockers suppress the immune system by blocking the activity of TNF, a substance in the body that can cause inflammation and lead to autoimmune diseases. In addition to being approved for ulcerative colitis, infliximab is approved for the treatment of other autoimmune diseases such as Crohn's disease in adults and children 6 years and older, as well as rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis (arthritis affecting the joints in the spine and the pelvis), psoriatic arthritis (joint pain associated with psoriasis), and plaque psoriasis in adults. The drugs in this class include Remicade® (infliximab), Enbrel® (etanercept), Humira® (adalimumab), Cimzia® (certolizumab pegol) and Simponi® (golimumab).

**About Prometheus**

Prometheus Laboratories Inc. is committed to improving lives through the development and commercialization of novel pharmaceutical and diagnostic products that enable physicians to provide greater individualized patient care. Prometheus is a leader in applying the principles of personalized medicine to the diagnosis and treatment of gastrointestinal diseases and is applying these principles to oncology. Its strategy includes the marketing and delivery of pharmaceutical products complemented by proprietary diagnostic testing services. By integrating therapeutics and diagnostics, Prometheus believes it can provide physicians with more targeted solutions to optimize care for their patients. Prometheus became part of Nestlé Health Science in July 2011. Prometheus' corporate offices are located in San Diego, California. For more information about Prometheus, please visit [www.prometheuslabs.com](http://www.prometheuslabs.com)

CONTACT: Beth Kriegel, Prometheus Laboratories Inc., Vice President, Finance & Strategy, (858) 410-2516
Ingestion of Multiple Magnets

by Arieda Gjkopulli, Ritu Walia, Gia Bradley, Kalpana Murthy, David Tuchman

CASE PRESENTATION

An 11-year-old girl presented to the emergency department with epigastric abdominal pain and nausea that began nine days after she ingested four small high-power spherical magnets. Physical examination was within normal limits. Abdominal X-ray revealed four magnets attached to one another in the left upper quadrant. On upper endoscopy, a single magnet was found adherent to the posterior gastric wall that did not move with gentle pressure (figure 1). Abdominal CAT scan demonstrated four magnets lying in a linear configuration within in the body of the stomach extending into the rugal folds into the posterior gastric walls (figure 2). The patient subsequently underwent a laparoscopy that demonstrated perforations in the stomach and duodenum with the four magnets lying in a newly formed gastro-duodenal fistula. After the magnets were successfully removed, the fistula and the perforations were repaired. The patient’s post-operative course was uneventful.

Questions

1. How do you manage multiple magnet ingestion in children?
2. What are the possible complications of multiple magnet ingestion in children?

DISCUSSION

Adolescents use magnets to mimic body piercings (i.e., tongue and nose), which can lead to unintentional inhalation or ingestion. In the case of a single magnet ingestion, spontaneous passage will likely occur. Multiple magnets pose a unique hazard since they can attract each other through the bowel walls, leading to such complications as pressure necrosis, ulceration, perforation, fistula formation, obstruction and, in rare cases, volvulus and possibly death.1 Endoscopic removal is needed in about 10-20% of cases of magnet ingestion; however, more concerning is that approximately 1% of cases necessitate operative management for intestinal obstruction or perforation.2

(continued on page 92)
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The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission has launched a magnet awareness program. Additionally, the North American Society of Pediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition has taken the initiative to increase awareness among parents and physicians of the dangers of magnet ingestion. We also encourage pediatricians to counsel patients at each visit about the risks of magnet ingestion as part of routine anticipatory guidance. Everyone should be aware of the serious consequences of these ingestions so that treatment can occur in an expeditious manner.

Figure 2. CAT scan of the abdomen revealing four magnets
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MEETINGS CALENDAR

September 30 - October 4, 2012
The 2012 Clinical Congress of the American College of Surgeons

ACS—one of the largest international meetings of surgeons in the world—will convene in Chicago, Ill. The Chicago Hilton and Towers will serve as the headquarters hotel for the meeting, and the McCormick Place Convention Center will house the scientific panel sessions and courses, as well as all scientific and technical exhibits. This year’s Clinical Congress will feature an outstanding educational program and the launch of the College’s year-long Centennial celebration. Registration will open in early June. Additional program information can be viewed online at: www.facs.org/clincon2012

October 19-24, 2012 ACG 2012
American College of Gastroenterology Annual Meeting and Postgraduate Course

Las Vegas, NV. Excellent faculty and a clinical focus make the ACG Annual Scientific Meeting and Postgraduate Course the premier GI clinical event of the year. Network with your peers, share experiences from your practice, and get unparalleled access to faculty for in-depth discussions on a broad range of cutting edge topics for the GI physician. The ACG Annual Scientific Meeting offers the latest clinical information on key topics for the GI physician. Register online at: www.acgmeetings.gi.org/registration.asp

December 13-15, 2012
2012 Advances in Inflammatory Bowel Diseases, Crohn’s & Colitis Foundation’s Clinical & Research Conference

The Westin Diplomat, 3555 South Ocean Drive, Hollywood, Florida 33019. The premier IBD meeting of the year. Abstract Submission Deadline: September 9, 2012 Early Registration Deadline: October 4, 2012 Two workshops, The Future of IBD and The Basics of IBD, will be held at the conference. This “can’t miss” event will inform healthcare professionals and researchers of advances and breakthroughs in the field in an effort to stimulate better care and research for patients. The outstanding faculty is comprised of expert specialists who will lead the sessions and interact with the conference attendees. For more information visit: http://www.advancesinibd.com/2012/index.asp
ACROSS
1 The B in BE
5 Process used as a rigorous means of determining consensus in a defined clinical area
9 Unstable
11 Forerunners
15 Urgent care area, for short
16 Shots
17 Use a surgical beam
19 Messaging system
20 Painkiller
22 Mark of a recovering wound
23 Compass point
24 Recommended amount
26 Less than normal
28 Drink
30 Dividing partitions between tissues or cavities
33 Light metal symbol
34 Antitoxin
35 Bursting apart
37 Northern California city (abbr.)
39 Pinpoint
41 Excision
43 Had a meal
44 Scaly
45 Component of RNA
48 Unit of absorbed ionizing radiation
49 Spraying with this can improve visualization of lesions (2 words)
50 Doctors, for short

DOWN
1 Alimentary canal section
2 Most patients with HGD should receive EMR and ____, per studies
3 Esophageal adenocarcinoma, for short
4 Formation of clots
6 Form of radiation treatment
7 Lamina ____
8 Not dissolvable
10 Time span
11 Ampoule
12 And, in French
13 It lays out regulations
14 Operates
18 Vane direction
21 Columnar ____
24 The D in HGD
25 Abnormal narrowing of a bodily canal or passageway
27 You and I
29 Bowel movement, abbr.
31 Slender surgical instrument
32 You in France
33 Colorless and odorless inert gas, symbol
36 Standard
38 Saturated substances
40 Belly, in slang
42 Requirements
43 A sensation (as a bright light) that precedes the onset of certain disorders such as a migraine attack
46 Dispirited
47 Unit of radioactive activity
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